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Peckham and Nunhead Community Council
Monday 20 March 2017

7.00 pm
St Mary's Church and Community Centre, 17 St Mary's Road, London SE15 2EA

Order of Business

Item No. Title Page No.

1. INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

2. APOLOGIES

To receive any apologies for absence.

3. DISCLOSURE OF MEMBERS' INTERESTS AND DISPENSATIONS

Members to declare any interests and dispensation in respect of any item 
of business to be considered at this meeting.

4. ITEMS OF BUSINESS THAT THE CHAIR DEEMS URGENT

The chair to advise whether they have agreed to any item of urgent 
business being admitted to the agenda.

5. MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING 1 - 7

To approve as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 28 
January 2017.

6. DEPUTATIONS/PETITIONS (TIME: 7.10 PM)

The chair to advise on any deputations or petitions received at this 
meeting.

This must relate to a subject matter on this agenda only.

Deputation requests are also considered at the community council forum 
meeting which will be subject to approval from the chair.



Item No. Title Page No.

7. ALLOCATIONS OF THE NEIGHBOURHOODS FUND 2017/18 (TIME: 
7.15 PM TO 7.40 PM)

8 - 64

Members to consider the allocations of the neighbourhoods fund from the 
list of applications outlined in Appendix 1.

THE MEETING WILL THEN CONSIDER ITEMS AT  THE COMMUNITY 
COUNCIL FORUM MEETING

EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

The following motion should be moved, seconded and approved if the 
sub-committee wishes to exclude the press and public to deal with reports 
revealing exempt information:

  “That the public be excluded from the meeting for the following items of 
business on the grounds that they involve the likely disclosure of 
exempt information as defined in paragraphs 1-7, Access to 
Information Procedure rules of the Constitution.”

Date:  10 March 2017
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Peckham and Nunhead Community Council - Saturday 28 January 2017

Peckham and Nunhead Community Council
MINUTES of the Peckham and Nunhead Community Council held on Saturday 28 
January 2017 at 1.00 pm at 5, Nunhead Green, Nunhead London SE15 3QQ 

PRESENT: Councillor Sunil Chopra (Chair)
Councillor Sandra Rhule (Vice chair)
Councillor Jasmine Ali
Councillor Fiona Colley
Councillor Nick Dolezal
Councillor Renata Hamvas
Councillor Barrie Hargrove
Councillor Richard Livingstone
Councillor Victoria Mills
Councillor Jamille Mohammed
Councillor Johnson Situ
Councillor Cleo Soanes

OFFICER
SUPPORT:

Eleanor Kelly, Chief Executive
Doreen Forrester Brown, Director of Law and Democracy (and 
Monitoring Officer) 
Stephen Douglass, Director of Communities 
Gill Kelly, Community Council Development Officer
Grace Semakula, Community Development Officer
Ambrose Omoma, Community Involvement Project Officer
Beverley Olamijulo, Constitutional Officer

1. INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME 

The chair introduced himself and welcomed councillors, members of the public and 
officers to the meeting.

The chair thanked the Green Nunhead community centre for hosting the meeting.  

It was noted that the community council meeting would be conducted under the new 
format for community councils which was implemented on the 1 January 2017. 

The first part of the meeting considered items that were executive functions for decision by 
the community council.  The meeting then proceeded to the community council forum 
meeting which held workshops.
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2. APOLOGIES 

Councillors Evelyn Akoto and Michael Situ had submitted their apologies for absence. 
Councillor Barrie Hargrove gave his apologies for lateness. 

3. DISCLOSURE OF MEMBERS' INTERESTS AND DISPENSATIONS 

There were none.

4. ITEMS OF BUSINESS THAT THE CHAIR DEEMS URGENT 

There were none.

5. MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

RESOLVED:

That the minutes of the meeting held on 15 November 2016 be agreed as an 
accurate record and signed by the chair.

5.1 MATTERS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The following was raised under matters arising from the previous meetings:

The council’s habitual complaints policy 

The council’s director of law and democracy/monitoring officer, Doreen Forrester-Brown, 
addressed the meeting in relation to the above.

The community council noted that public questions from a resident on the council’s 
habitual complaints policy and council’s commitment to honesty, openness and 
accountability had previously been rejected. 

Both questions were not accepted under community council procedure rule 7.3.4 (f) 
because it raised a grievance for which there were other processes within the council, all 
of which had been exhausted by the questioner.

Following the meeting on 15 November 2016, the officer’s required action was to inform 
members of the public and councillors about the council’s interpretation of the habitual 
complaints policy.

The monitoring officer’s presentation

Doreen Forrester-Brown introduced herself to the meeting and briefly outlined her role as 
the council's monitoring officer.

The monitoring officer informed the meeting that this matter related to an issue with the 
public questioner and the council regarding the interpretation of the council’s habitual 
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complaints policy. 

She highlighted information about the habitual complaints policy and said that as a public 
authority, the council represented 230,000 residents in the borough and that the council 
provides services equally to everyone within the borough.

The council would treat each individual’s complaint with the seriousness it deserves. As 
monitoring officer, she said she had to ensure that a robust complaints system was in 
place when residents had concerns about the way the council behaved, whether it was a 
council officer or a member of the council. 

She explained that if someone wished to raise a complaint they could do so through the 
council’s complaints procedure. However on occasions, certain individuals make 
excessive demands on the council in terms of making complaints to the council. Often 
these complaints were unjustified or not warranted. This costs money particularly at a time 
when the council has experienced a number of budget cuts. 

The monitoring officer said it usually takes a long time for the council to decide to make a 
person a habitual complainant. The council would do this after a fair and transparent 
process.  It would also help manage an individual’s contact with the council to ensure they 
were not demanding or spending too much of the council’s resources.  Out of the 
borough’s 230,000 residents, eight people have been deemed to be habitual 
complainants.  

The monitoring officer said that the council did not treat this matter lightly and out of the 
eight habitual complainants, five were treated as such, due to threats of violence and 
abuse against staff employed by the council. The other three individuals were deemed 
habitual complainants due to the level of resources and time they demand from the council 
which was considered to be excessive; of which the questioner was one.

If the council decides to make a person a habitual complainant, then that person can refer 
the matter to the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO). The LGO would look at the issue 
and decide whether or not they agree with the council’s position.  

The monitoring officer outlined that the council employs one full time officer at a cost of 
£30,000 a year to deal with people who send continuous and habitual correspondence to 
the council.  

The chair thanked the monitoring officer for attending the meeting to clarify these issues.

At 1.25 pm the meeting was adjourned for 10 minutes and reconvened at 1.35 pm. 

The meeting proceeded to the next item on the agenda.

6. DEPUTATIONS/PETITIONS 

There were no deputations or petitions presented at this meeting.

7. CLEANER GREENER SAFER: FUNDING REALLOCATION 

Note: This item is an executive function for decision by the community council.
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Members considered the recommendations contained within the report.

RESOLVED:

That a total of £73,412 be reallocated as part of the 2017/18 cleaner greener safer funding 
programme set out in Appendix 1 of the report. Also that additional funding be allocated to 
the following projects:

Peckham ward

Project Amount (additional funding)
106920 Jowett Street park/
Surrey Canal CCTV £3,000

105869 Bells Gardens
Community garden £2,000

8. CLEANER GREENER SAFER 2017/18: CAPITAL FUNDING ALLOCATION 

Note: This item is an executive function for decision by the community council.

Members considered the recommendations contained within the report.

RESOLVED:

That the following projects be allocated funding from the cleaner greener safer funding 
programme for 2016/17:

PECKHAM RYE WARD

Project Amount

Oakhill bike lockers 

Balchier bike lockers 

Stuart Road bike lockers 

Oakhurst Grove and Athenlay Road bike lockers

Rye Hill equipment for youth club

Peckham Rye Common Approach project

£8,500

£5,000

£5,000

£10,000

£2,784

£71,469
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PECKHAM WARD

Project Amount

Franklyn Rodgers – underexposed
commission refresh

Peckham hanging baskets

Goldsmiths nature garden 
improvements phase 2 -

Planters for Furley Road -

Right of Passage in the Light -

Secure bike hangars – Cronin Street

Samuel Jones Court bicycle lockers
Gloucester Grove Estate cycle lockers

Damilola Taylor Basketball Rims

Sumner Willowbrook Pennack Road
Safety project

Willowbrook Estate – improving outlook
of the estate

£7,500

£4,750

£11,000

£4,000

£23,250

£9,000

£4,250

£7,000

£5,200

£7,000

£15,700

NUNHEAD WARD

Project Amount

Lighting the estate compounds

Brayards cleaner greener safer lighting
project

Bike hangar Limesford Road

Kirkwood nature reserve entrance 
improvements 

Monument repairs at Nunhead Cemetery

Cossall art4space project

St. Mary’s bicycle storage

Flowers for Mortlock Close and Sunwell
Close

£1,000

£21,000

£5,000

£5,000

£8,000

£7,560

£5,000

£15,500
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Refurb of St Mary’s Frobisher Park £10,500

THE LANE WARD

Project Amount

Cooperative Community Garden

Atwell Estate – bike hangars

Bellenden Road bicycle hangar

Lighting on the Consort Estate

Consort Estate signage

St Johns and St Clements orchard project

Nunhead Estate improvement 

Improvements to north end of Kirkwood 
Road    

Nutbrook Road bike hangar

Warwick gardens children’s play area

Russell Court Garden 

Scylla Road Community Garden

Bellenden Big Tree 

Pelican Plus TRA storage 

£4,000

£5,000

£3,000

£10,000

£5,000

£1,888

£8,000

£6,750

£5,000

£18,339

£1,000

£9,000

£2,000

£4,000

LIVESEY WARD

Project Amount

Peckham hanging baskets 

Franklyn Rodgers – underexposed
commission refresh

King’s Grove cycle parking

Improving Lympstone Peace gardens

Large raised planter – Caroline gardens

£4,000

£7,500

£4,250

£7,100

£10,313
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Children’s activity and social area   

Hanging basket garden on the Ledbury 
Estate 

Ledbury Estate ball court refurbishment 

Bike shed for corner of Bird-in-Bush Road 

£18,000

£756

£505

£4,250   

The meeting ended at 2.30pm.

CHAIR:

DATED:
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Item No. 
7.

Classification:
Open

Date:
20 March 2017

Meeting Name:
Peckham and Nunhead Community 
Council

Report title: Allocation of Neighbourhoods Fund 2017-18 

Ward(s) or groups 
affected:

Peckham, Peckham Rye, Nunhead, The Lane and, 
Livesey South

From: Director of Communities

RECOMMENDATION

1. That the Peckham and Nunhead Community council allocates a total of £142,000 of 
the Neighbourhoods Fund 2017-18 from the list of applications outlined in Appendix 1. 
This amount consists of two elements, namely £135,000 available for 2017-18 and 
£25,120 of unallocated funding carried forward from previous year’s programme.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2. The Neighbourhoods Fund was introduced in 2015 by merging two former revenue 
programmes known as cleaner, greener, safer revenue (CGS) and community council 
fund (CCF). The cabinet member for communities, employment and business 
authorised the amalgamation the CGS revenue fund and community council fund, into 
a single funding programme to create a new Neighbourhoods Fund for the 2015-16 
round and onwards. This decision was taken on 12 December 2014.

3. The neighbourhoods fund has a borough-wide funding budget of £630,000 with an 
allocation of £30,000 per ward.

4. The purpose of introducing the neighbourhoods fund was to give community councils 
decision making powers over significant amounts of revenue funding, that they could 
allocate to meet locally determined priorities. 

KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION

5. Each ward will have £30,000 of revenue grants to allocate. It is proposed that any 
unallocated funds are to be carried forward from previous rounds (years) and added to 
the financial year commencing 1 April 2017. 

6. The community councils will use the criteria set out below for the allocation of this 
funding. 

a. Creating opportunities for people from different backgrounds to get on well 
together; (e.g. community cohesion) 

b. Establishing projects which treat each other with respect and consideration (e.g. 
being a good neighbour, inter-generational contacts) 

c. Encouraging residents to be responsible for their own neighbourhood (e.g. 
community clean-ups; volunteering initiatives)
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d. Specific measures to enhance a neighbourhood’s environment (e.g. increased 
cleaning).

7. A community council may choose to allocate some of their neighbourhoods fund 
resources to their cleaner greener safer capital allocations.

8. Subject to the availability of resources, the neighbourhoods fund may be used to ‘buy’ 
services from the council.

9. As with any executive decision taken by community councils this is subject to the 
council’s existing scrutiny arrangements.

 
Community impact statement

10. The roles and functions of community councils include the promotion of involvement of 
local people in the democratic process. Community councils take decisions on local 
matters including environmental improvement and community safety as well as 
consultation on a wide range of policies and strategies that affect the area. 

11. An explicit objective within community council is that they be used to actively engage 
as widely as possible with, and bring together, Southwark’s diverse local communities 
on issues of shared mutual interest. 

12. The allocation of the 2017/18 Peckham and Nunhead neighbourhoods fund will in the 
main, affect the people living in the Peckham and Nunhead community council area. 
However, in making the area a better place to live and improving life chances for local 
people, Peckham and Nunhead neighbourhoods fund activities will have an impact on 
the whole of Southwark.

13. The neighbourhoods fund is an important tool in achieving community participation 
and cohesion.

14. In fulfilling the above objectives that community councils have of bringing together and 
involving Southwark’s diverse local communities, consideration has also been given to 
the council’s duty under The Equality Act 2010 which requires the council to have due 
regard when taking decisions to the need to:

a. Eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation or other prohibited conduct

b. Advance of equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant 
protected characteristic and those who do not share it 

c. Foster good relations between those who share a relevant characteristic and 
those that do not share it.

15. Of particular regard are issues of age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. In this process there are no 
issues that contravene the Equality Act 2010.

16. Having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity is further defined in 
s.149 as having due regard to the need of:

 Remove or minimise disadvantages connected with a relevant protected 
characteristic.
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 Take steps to meet the different needs of persons who share a relevant 
protected characteristic.

 Encourage persons who share a relevant protected characteristic participate in 
public life or any other activity in which they are under- represented.

 Due consideration was given to equalities impact assessment during the design 
of this awards process and no adverse impact was evident.

Resource implications

17. There are no resource implications.

Consultation

18. The neighbourhoods fund projects may require consultation with stakeholders, 
including the project applicant, local residents and tenants and residents associations 
where applicable.

Financial implications 

19. The Peckham and Nunhead neighbourhoods fund has been allocated a total of 
£135,000 for 2017/18.  In addition to this, funds totaling £25,120 remain unallocated 
from previous years’ allocations and thus also available to allocate. 

20. It is recommended that community councils set aside some of the unallocated funds 
from previous years in order to prevent an over allocation of funds, as well as act as a 
contingency from which urgent or incidental requests can be funded throughout the 
year. It must also be noted that the unallocated figures reported in the previous 
paragraph represent current best estimates as the 2015/16 funding round is only 
finally over on 31 March 2017.

21. Projects that are unlikely to be completed within the year will be reported to the 
community council and available funding may be allocated to other projects or carried 
over to the following financial year.

SUPPLEMENTARY ADVICE FROM OTHER OFFICERS

Director of Law and Democracy

22. The Local Government Act 2000 (the 2000 Act) gives the Leader the power to 
delegate any executive function to whoever lawfully can undertake the function. The 
allocation of the neighbourhoods fund is an executive function.

23. Community councils are ‘area committees’ within the meaning of the 2000 Act and 
executive functions can be delegated to them by the Leader.

24. The Localism Act 2011 gives councils a general power of competence whereby they 
have power to do anything that individuals generally may do. This power can be used 
even if legislation already exists that allows a local authority to do the same thing. 
However the general power of competence does not enable a local authority to do 
anything which is was restricted or prevented from doing under the previous 
legislation. 
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25. The general power of competence includes the power to:

(a) incur expenditure

(b) give financial assistance to any person

(c) enter into arrangements or agreements with any person

(d) co-operate with or facilitate or co-ordinate the activities of any person

(e) exercise on behalf of any person any functions of that person; and

(f) provide staff, goods, services or accommodation to any person.

26. The provision of funding under the neighbourhoods fund falls within the scope of the 
kind of activities the council can undertake under the general power of competence as 
this includes the power to give financial assistance to any person.

27. In allocating funding under the neighbourhoods fund community councils must have 
regard to the council’s equality duties set out in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. 
The report author has demonstrated how those duties have been considered in the 
body of the report at paragraphs 14, 15 and 16 of the report.

Strategic Director of Finance and Governance

28. The 2017-18 budget allocation for the new neighbourhoods fund has been agreed by 
council assembly. It stands at £30,000 per ward and thus £135,000 has been awarded 
to Peckham and Nunhead community council. A further £25,120 has been carried 
forward from previous years and is thus also available for allocation.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS

Background Papers Held At Contact
Neighbourhoods Fund Report 
IDM

Housing and Modernisation 
160 Tooley Street,
London SE1 2QH

Forid Ahmed
0207 525 5540

Neighbourhoods Fund 2016/17 
awards

Housing and Modernisation
160 Tooley Street,
London SE1 2QH

Pauline Bonner
0207 525 1019

APPENDICES

No. Title
Appendix 1 Peckham and Nunhead Community Council Neighbourhoods Fund 

Applications
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AUDIT TRAIL 

Lead Officer Forid Ahmed, Community Councils Coordinator
Report Author Gill Kelly, Community Council Development Officer

Version Final 
Dated 6 March 2017

Key Decision No
CONSULTATION WITH OTHER OFFICERS / DIRECTORATES / CABINET MEMBER 
Officer Title Comments Sought Comments included 
Director of Law and 
Democracy

Yes Yes

Strategic Director of Finance  
and Governance

No No

Strategic Director of Housing 
and Modernisation

No No

Cabinet member No No
Date final report sent to Constitutional Team 9 March 2017
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Livesey South ward 

Ref: Name of 
group: 

Name project or 
idea: 

Describe what the project is trying to achieve, why it is needed and how it is going to benefit the local community. How much 
requested [£] 

734578 12th 
Camberwell 
Scout Group 

Purchase of new 
camping equipment 

Each year we camp for more than 20 nights and we need a new marquee to help us camp at all the different times of the year. We 
are a very traditional Group with all the children (Cubs between 8 - 10 ½ years, and Scouts aged 10-15) will plan their own menus 
and do all their own cooking over outside wood fires and washing-up in the marquee - in addition it provides all our storage space. It 
can also be used as Indoor Games area when the weather is bad or when we need to eat under cover. Cub and Scout camps are 
excellent at helping children with different backgrounds to meet and work together. They quickly realise the benefits of sharing their 
talents and experiences. As Scout Leaders are volunteers, costs are kept to a minimum, so Scout Groups can give opportunities to 
children who could not otherwise afford them. Hence our fundraising is very limited and without support we could never afford to 
replace our last tent. 

 £                
500.00 

733952 Ascension Trust 
- Southwark 
Street Pastors 

Southwark Street 
Pastors 

Southwark Street Pastors is a response to neighbourhood problems of the 21st century, with a growth in crime, anti-social behaviour 
and dramatic rise in the numbers of teenagers carrying and using knives and guns. Bringing the Church into partnership with other 
agencies we work in practical ways for peace, safer streets, investment in the lives of young and vulnerable people, and other 
community members at night. The street pastor gets to know people in the community building relationships to find out their needs 
and help; caring, listening, helping. A street pastor is willing to engage people where they are, in terms of their thinking and location. 
Southwark has 28 street pastors [recruiting at  least 12 additional]; patrolling  Peckham Area to Camberwell Green, New Kent Road to 
Elephant and  Castle Borough High Street to London Bridge to Tower Bridge, Borough Market, Walworth Road, Old Kent Road. 
Teams patrol streets and visit pubs, night clubs/parties locality and build relationships. E.g. shop keepers, business, families, local 
police, door staff, youth clubs.  Street pastor’s is develops a dialogue with people, listening and gaining knowledge and responding to 
local concerns.  Their main role is to make themselves available, especially to young people, helping them to move into positive 
endeavours.  On a typical night, Street pastors will: • Engage in situations which are at risk of escalating into angry/violent 
confrontations • Pick up bottles and broken glass • Administer basic first aid • Give out water, flip flops, lolly pops, space blankets etc. 
• Assist people to get home safely • Support those who are vulnerable • Provide information and reassurance • Signpost to other
agencies • Call ambulance service and police as required and where appropriate work together • Build relationships with key 
agencies, businesses, police and community members  

 £            
2,413.00 

734798 Burgess Food 
Project - 
Glengall Wharf 
Garden  (bees) 

Glengall - Heart of 
Peckham 

The group has been in existence since November 2010, and the garden has been open for 5 years. 
GWG was established 6 years ago. We are a community garden focusing on urban growing, local food production, wildlife and 
beekeeping through outreach to the local community. Skill sharing is the keyword. We create an open community through informal 
learning and social activities. We work together to learn and to teach. We are always open every Tuesdays, Thursday and Sunday all 
year round. We want to run 19 events in the garden over 2017 to strengthen our outreach in the local community. Once people have 
been to an event at the garden, we hope to engage them to come and use the garden on a regular basis as volunteers. This strategy 
has proven successful in the past. We average over 200 volunteer visits per month, many of them repeat visitors.  
The beekeeping group is currently building a large ‘bee observatory’ in the apiary and we hope to do much more engagement with 
this. As an outreach project engaging the community the mere building work has proven very successful.   
The events will include: 
1 x Family Harvest Festival (September) 
3 x Wildlife Events (breakfast with the foxes & bat spotting at dusk & wildflowers workshop) 
2 x Beekeeping courses (June/July) 

 £            
4,036.00 
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Livesey South ward 

Ref: Name of 
group: 

Name project or 
idea: 

Describe what the project is trying to achieve, why it is needed and how it is going to benefit the local community. How much 
requested [£] 

1 x Honey Harvest (September) 
4 x  ‘Green Saloons’: Friday evening social event serving food produce from the garden and based on themed debates. 
5 x gardening workshop /  skill sharing events with outside trainers eg how to grow, soil and compost, basic skills etc 
4 x Herb Club events focusing on building a community of people interested in growing and preparing medicinal herbs and sharing 
stories.  
3 x DIY skills training sessions teaching to build fences, beehives,  trellis and a cob oven (for festivals) 

734707 Caroline 
Gardens TRA 

Host a Summer 
Party for all 
Residents 

Caroline Gardens is an estate designated for older people. The average age of our approximate 200 residents is 70 years.  
Social sensitivity is vital at such events in order to encourage those lacking social confidence and/or trust. 
The TRA Summer Party aims to make everyone feel welcome and comfortable by creating a relaxed and friendly setting, and by 
including opportunities that enable residents to freely mingle without pressure, and to come together for group/joint activities such as 
a sing-along. 

 £            
1,000.00 

735023 Faces in Focus Therapeutic Groups 
and Family Therapy 

We will provide therapeutic and recovery groups for children and young people aged 11-25 plus family therapy sessions. The groups 
and family therapy will be an extension to our one to one counselling service. The groups will cover things such as anxiety, 
depression, bullying, gang related issues and avoidance, forced marriage, abusive relationships, drug and alcohol abuse, family 
problems all of which are issues which can be positively dealt with in a group work setting. There is a real need for therapeutic groups 
and family therapy to be available for people in the 11-25 age range, particularly those who do not meet the strict requirements for 
NHS and other statutory services. The local community will benefit from extended access to therapeutic groups delivered at an early 
stage, providing a positive and beneficial intervention and so, for many, avoiding problems later on in life. 

 £            
5,000.00 

732906 Ladies of Virtue 
Outreach 
Community 
Interest 
Company 

Living Fresh, Eating 
Fresh 

“Living Fresh, Easting Fresh” is a project aiming to engage women from BAME backgrounds, living in Camberwell London. The 
project will deliver 9 food growing and cooking sessions which will be produced with the project beneficiaries. The sessions will 
provide an opportunity for the women to get to know each other in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere and will create space for sharing 
skills and creating a support network which will continue after the project comes to an end. “Living Fresh, Eating Fresh” project idea 
was initiated and developed by the Ladies of Virtue Outreach who currently provide support for BAME women and their families in 
Camberwell. Many of the beneficiaries are isolated and vulnerable due to lack of skills, ill health or complex family needs. Women 
currently involved in the group’s activity feel that providing food growing activities is a universal method of connecting people from 
different backgrounds facing similar, often complex life challenges. “Living Fresh, Eating fresh” is a project which aims to improve an 
overall wellbeing of the participants. The sessions will enable the participants to learn about food growing using creative methods 
such as growing on windowsills and in bottles. The growing sessions will be accompanied with cooking sessions e.g. pesto making, 
salads and soups, all using fresh ingredients. “Living Fresh, Eating Fresh” will benefit 50 people including women and their children. 
The project is new and no other similar activities are currently delivered in an immediate neighbourhood. It will link up with other food 
growing initiatives in the wider area such as those in Burgess Park and also with other groups that meet at the church. The sessions 
will be open to all to encourage members of Ladies of Virtue to meet new people.  

 £            
5,917.00 

722184 Ledbury  TRA 1st touch Football 
Project (Ledbury) 

The aim of the project is to deliver 1 two hour sessions for 35 boys and girls who are aged between 8-15 years old only. The sessions 
will be delivered by both male female coaches from Millwall’s female Centre of Excellence, Millwall Lionesses and Millwall Academy. 
This will ensure that all participants have gender specific role model who have progressed through community football into the elite 
level. The sessions will also be geared to improving participation in elite football of local young people and ensure that all participants 

 £            
6,336.00 
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are made aware of the opportunities available to all football players and aspiring coaches at grassroots and professional levels of the 
game. The project will focus on engaging young from the Ledbury estate. By the end of this project we aim to have increased the 
participation levels of all young people interested in playing football as well as ensure access to opportunity for young people wanting 
to develop in football. 

734914 Link Age 
Southwark 

Communities 
Reducing Social 
Isolation for Older 
People 

We are seeking funds to recruit, induct, support and retain 10 volunteers from the local community to provide volunteer transport and 
help to deliver four activity groups to benefit 60 older people in the Peckham and Nunhead CC Area. The groups are based in St. 
Mary’s Church, Peckham, Lime Tree House, Dundas Road, Harry Lamborn House on Gervase Street and Jack Jones House on 
Reedham Street.   All groups promote physical health through gentle exercise with an experienced tutor and provide mental 
stimulation, friendship and social interaction.  The groups at St. Mary's Church and Lime Tree House also do other activities such as 
quizzes, speakers and arts and crafts. Services are co-ordinated by paid staff but delivered by local volunteers from diverse 
backgrounds. Our co-ordinator recruits volunteers and matches their skills and availability to the location, needs and interests of our 
service users.  Our volunteer drivers provide escorted transport for those who can’t travel alone, ensuring that older people are able 
to remain active and engaged in their community and can participate in activities outside the home. Older people are vulnerable to 
social isolation and loneliness as mobility reduces, health deteriorates and family and peers move away or die.  Over half of all older 
people consider television as their main form of company and 10% have contact with friends, family and neighbours less than once a 
month.  Loneliness brings risks of serious physical and mental health problems.  Our groups are the only social interactions that many 
of our users have outside the home. The average age of our users is 82 and over 20% are over 90 years old.  Our groups reduce 
loneliness and isolation, improving quality of life and health and wellbeing. They promote mental stimulation, friendship and social 
interaction. Our work promotes a stronger, richer and age-friendly local community.  

 £            
2,761.00 

734970 Livesey 
Exchange 

Power Project Power Project exists to strengthen gender equality in the workplace.  The project began through a conversation between PemPeople, 
Maya Alvarado and James Green. Power Project is a workshop that invites residents of the Ledbury Estate and the surrounding area 
to learn core-making skills, such as picture hanging, furniture repair and shelf installation. Making will take place at the Livesey 
Exchange on a three-hour weekly basis culminating in a collaborative exhibition at PemPeople on Peckham High Street. Power 
Project will directly benefit the residents of the Ledbury Estate while the wider community are also invited to enrol in courses. All 
participants will be eligible for membership to the Livesey Exchange Tool Library. We aim to interact with 100 local residents during 
the funding phase while establishing the Tool Library as an on-going community resource. Within our Phase One (6 month) period, 
we aim to host 18 workshops with 8-12 participants. Phase two will be a launch of a Webshop, Material Database and  Tool Library. 
These will be accessed through a subsidised membership that acts as the primary revenue stream for Power Project. Initiatives like 
Pecan’s Ignition Programme prepare and teach people how to package their skills for future employment. Power Project workshops 
provide tangible experiences imparting simple and effective skills that imbue confidence in an experienced and supportive 
environment. PemPeople, What If Projects and STORE CIC. have all been instrumental in providing resource and space whilst 
groups including Fearless Futures and Peckham Platform have expressed an interest and are part of a continuing dialogue for 
sourcing members and supporting workshops. Fearless Futures see the potential for Power Project to act as an application of the 
work they with young women to challenge stereotypes and lead change. 

 £            
5,000.00 
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734742 Old Kent 
Society 

Mayfair Project This project seeks to build a universal platform dedicated to assessing commercial contribution to social development in organisations 
of 12 or more people. It will provide workers with a way to collectively analyse social investment, within any private administration, 
with which they trade their time in labour or services by drawing distinction between 12 aspects of social justice. The assessment will 
divide these elements into structural analysis (principles): Social Security; Social Mobility; Meritocracy; Safety at Work; Equality; 
Ecology and subjective experience (values): Community; Growth; Dignity; Health; Support; and Solidarity. This platform will ask 
workers to measure each of these dimensions on a scale of 7 that passes from absolute neglect to complete satisfaction.  
Initially data from 7 parcel distribution outlets of Southwark within close proximity to the Old Kent Road will be targeted by an 
organisation the project will develop named The Old Kent Society and built under the auspices of a community interest corporation.  
Data will be collected while the organisation builds a web application to compile and distribute this information.  
It will engage young people within close proximity of the Old Kent Road with the Youth Forum by asking students within the GCSE to 
A Level age group to judge the value of each element to public development and use the results to determine the final score for each 
administration. The organisation will also attempt to increase student participation with a competition to create a logo for the 
organisation run through local tenants and residents associations by the Youth Forum. The project hopes to culminate in a free event 
for students on the Saturday 1st July hosted by the Youth Forum and attended by social educators to crown the winner of the 
competition and award management's responsible the greatest contribution to public investment from the initial sample group. 

 £            
4,901.00 

734917 PemPeople Screen Printing 
Workshops 

The project aims to help members of local community gain confidence, learn new skills and understand the processes involved in 
Screen printing T-Shirts and bags. This will be achieved by running 4 day workshops over the course of 4 consecutive weekends and 
or week night sessions of 4 - 6 hours. At the end of the intensive course each participant will have a thorough understanding of how to 
take an image from idea to product through the use of:  
Photo editing and graphic design software 
Preparing a screen 
Exposing an image 
Screen wash out 
Printing techniques and best practice 
Choice of garment 
Advanced printing techniques. 
Screen cleaning / reclamation 
The workshops will be low cost and discounted for those who are struggling financially. 
After the course all participants will have the skills necessary to allow them to print unsupervised - this will enable them to join a print 
studio and create their own designs / products 

 £            
5,000.00 

Cllr 
proposal 

Southwark 
Cleaning 
Services 

Additional street 
cleaning 

Following cuts to street cleaning budgets in 2011-12 financial year, it was identified that areas with shops which generated significant 
disposable waste would benefit from an enhanced street cleaning regime. This has been in place every year since, paid for originally 
through the Cleaner, Greener, Revenue funding mechanism which has since been incorporated into the Neighbourhoods Fund. 
Maintaining standards of cleanliness in the public realm encourages civic pride and creates a positive view of Southwark Council. 

 £            
1,325.00 
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734949 Southwark 
Group of 
Tenants 
Organisations 

Stand up for your 
Rights 

The primary overall aim is to empower claimants and reduce the isolation and hopelessness that many unemployed people feel. Our 
experience suggests that the most practical way of doing this is by exploring through support groups the experiences people have 
had with the local Jobcentre and the workings of the benefit system and then developing confidence and group capacity-building 
sessions. These are designed to provide the ability to deal with what can seem to be tortuous rules, to assert the individual's rights 
and their ability to challenge unfair decisions but in a calm and non-confrontational way. This approach has a good success rate and 
has the significant additional benefit of bolstering the unemployed individual's confidence in other aspects of their life, so that both the 
unemployed and underemployed people can continue to develop the skills and the confidence they need to voice their concerns 
directly to the relevant authorities, through unemployed representative that are recognised by jobcentre plus.  We have effectively 
supported our residents to identify remarkable aspects towards achieving their personal goals and online job search. Residents have 
gained confidence in completing online job applications through using our services; they have produced effective CVs and have 
gained confidence in actually attaching CVs to job applications online through the Universal job site.  
We have had a number of success stories of our residents who have initially come to us with no IT knowledge and we have guided 
them through being able to turn on a computer, to preparing a CV, and completing various application forms.  
Our aim is to continue with offering budgeting advice for those who are struggling to prioritise payments especially now with the roll 
out of Universal Credit. 

 £            
4,984.00 

734269 Southwark 
Legends 
(Legends 
Academy) 

Basketball in the 
Community 

Southwark Legends Basketball is one of the few remaining community basketball programs in the country that is not connected to a 
School or an Academy. We provide an environment where young people in the community can come together and get the opportunity 
to develop various life skills through using the sport of basketball as an engaging tool. 
Growing up in Southwark, the coaching and development team have seen the barriers that a lot of young people face, however, we 
have also seen how sports has played a big part in giving young people a positive direction in the community. We understand that 
there are maybe two other basketball programs in the community that offer basketball initiatives however, where we are not 
connected to a school, we provide an opportunity for those young people who might not have been given an opportunity to play in 
School or their College.  We are community focused, we involve and support parents, we liaise with schools, we take the young 
people on educational and employment programs and we offer workshops around character development, nutrition, sex education, 
first aid and much more. 
We believe that a minimum of 40 young people will benefit from our project on a weekly basis. The project was identified and will be 
defined by individuals that live and grew up in the community and have seen the positive impact of this initiative and the strides it has 
made over the years.  The project will offer a one to one mentoring program through volunteers who have grown up in the community 
and are now employed in different walks of professional life and with the passion, desire and ability to impart and relate to present 
challenges. We also have academia links overseas where young people can access as an option for further education. 

 £            
6,044.00 

734232 Southwark 
Travellers' 
Action Group 

STAG Gypsy Roma 
Traveller History 
Month celebrations 

Gypsy Roma Traveller History month is in June and is an opportunity to celebrate Traveller culture in a context here Gypsies and 
Travellers face widespread and severe prejudice and discrimination. It is also an opportunity to celebrate the history of Gypsies and 
Travellers, which is frequently not known about which leads to a sense of exclusion for those from these communities. We wish to 
both celebrate Traveller culture and to bring communities together to address the misunderstandings, prejudice and discrimination 
faced by the Traveller community. To do this, we want to run a family fun day with activities that highlight and celebrate Gypsy and 
Traveller culture. 

 £            
1,612.00 
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Our family fun day is an event focused around children and families and provides an opportunity for local  Travellers to come together 
with people from other communities and celebrate Traveller culture and socialise. The goal of this is to foster social cohesion and to 
address misconceptions about Traveller culture as well as celebrating the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller communities’ rich history and 
culture. These activities are beneficial both to local Travellers in promoting understanding of their culture, and to the community as a 
whole in celebrating its rich diversity. 

735020 T.E.A.M 
Foodbank 

Foodbank Service & 
Medical Care 

We aim to reach and support homeless and disadvantaged adults, via our registered foodbank. By supporting them with weekly hot 
meals, we hope to also identify other social, economic or educational support needs that they might have and where possible support 
them via our professional network or refer them to other local specialist organisations as appropriate. We have a network of 
professionals who are available to volunteer their time and expertise. Our project aims to help build their confidence, employability 
skills, life skills, and relationship and networking skills via  variety of scheduled coaching, mentoring and training workshops. 

 £            
5,000.00 

734175 Theatre 
Peckham 

Young peoples 
creative arts 
showcase 

The aim of the project is to work with groups of hard to reach students many of whom have been identified as presenting challenging 
behaviours.  Theatre Peckham will lead a series of weekly workshops in 5 Peckham/Nunhead schools – 100+ children and 5 Dulwich 
Schools. Using drama, music, dance and literature to explore the theme of community and what being part of it means to them. This 
will give the children an outlet for their expression and creativity and allow them to gain important transferrable life skills such as 
tenacity, resilience and team work. Subsequently, reducing the risk of exclusions, disenfranchisement, antisocial behaviours and 
territorial rivalries between schools.  The title of the project will be ‘Made in Southwark’ each session will be led by a practitioner and 
an assistant who will facilitate and develop the children’s ideas to devise a series of performances that will champion their ideas and 
depict their interpretations of the theme. Having met with the coordinator of Southwark’s Pupil Development Centre and evidence 
from the evaluation of the successful Black History Month Project funded by Southwark this year. A need to develop the children’s 
confidence, self-esteem, aspirations, focus, motivation, communication skills, building meaningful relationships, team work and has 
been identified. This project will link representatives and children from the respective schools to ensure that it reflects their academic 
focuses. Participants will be given the opportunity to come together and perform at partner schools, community events and showcase 
their skills in diverse settings.  As a finale to the project all of the groups will be invited to come together and perform in a series of 
showcases at Theatre Peckham’s new theatre. These shows will be open to the wider community and will help to dispel some of the 
anxieties that often surrounds young people from the inner cities. 

 £            
9,150.00 
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734439 1WayForward I'MPOSSIBLE To give Young People aged 16 - 24 opportunity to have a better chance in life: This project will improve the lives of young people who 
are disadvantaged, socially excluded and/or NEET, to experience a healthier concept of self, realise their true potential, set and 
achieve their goals and have a platform where their achievements are accredited and/or recognised.   This project will definitely go a 
long way in transforming as well as improving the lives of the participants. Build Stronger Communities: As a result of this project 
young people from different backgrounds and communities will form bonds with one another, which could be a step towards solving 
their problems.  We encourage networking as part of the project and as the youths network with one another, ideas and partnerships 
could be born.  They could end up working on joint ventures thereby strengthening the community, forming strong bonds and 
facilitating social cohesion.  They could even become peer mentors to other young people in the community. Healthier and more 
Active People and Communities: By actually making out time to come on this project, young people who are normally found loitering 
on street corners and/or participating in gang activity; revolving in a palliative rather than a curative existence,  will be taking a step 
towards living a healthier life.  As most young people who will be attending the project have never worked together before, these 
meetings will encourage respect, peer support and working together. 

 £  14,440.00 

733952 Ascension Trust 
- Southwark 
Street Pastors 

Southwark Street 
Pastors 

Southwark Street Pastors is a response to neighbourhood problems of the 21st century, with a growth in crime, anti-social behaviour 
and dramatic rise in the numbers of teenagers carrying and using knives and guns. Bringing the Church into partnership with other 
agencies we work in practical ways for peace, safer streets, investment in the lives of young and vulnerable people, and other 
community members at night. The street pastor gets to know people in the community building relationships to find out their needs 
and help; caring, listening, helping. A street pastor is willing to engage people where they are, in terms of their thinking and location. 
Southwark has 28 street pastors [recruiting at  least 12 additional]; patrolling  Peckham Area to Camberwell Green, New Kent Road to 
Elephant and  Castle Borough High Street to London Bridge to Tower Bridge, Borough Market, Walworth Road, Old Kent Road. 
Teams  patrol streets and visit pubs, night clubs/parties locality and build relationships. E.g. shop keepers, business, families, local 
police, door staff, youth clubs.  Street pastor’s is develops a dialogue with people, listening and gaining knowledge and responding to 
local concerns.  Their main role is to make themselves available, especially to young people, helping them to move into positive 
endeavours.  On a typical night, Street pastors will: • Engage in situations which are at risk of escalating into angry/violent 
confrontations • Pick up bottles and broken glass • Administer basic first aid • Give out water, flip flops, lolly pops, space blankets etc. 
• Assist people to get home safely • Support those who are vulnerable • Provide information and reassurance • Signpost to other
agencies • Call ambulance service and police as required and where appropriate work together • Build relationships with key 
agencies, businesses, police and community members  

 £    2,413.00 

734781 Bags of Taste Bags of Taste 
Southwark 

We are a charity that aims to bring about dietary behavioural change . We are a tried and tested scheme that has run 27 courses in 
Hackney. We are setting up a new branch in Southwark. We provide  free cooking lessons for people who are in food poverty and  
struggling to feed themselves well on  a budget. The sessions have been designed using research and behavioural Science. All of our 
dishes are tried and tested and developed by the head chef of one of London's leading supper clubs. They cost less than a £1 per 
portion and written to meet taste requirements and incorporate at least 2 portions of vegetables per serving. Also we provide 
information on local shopping and wasting less food. We involve the local community as volunteers to prepare ingredients and to 
support the cooking sessions. Our students are a wide mix of people but often vulnerable in terms of social isolation. We have worked 
with partner charities to refer participants to our courses including Foodbanks, Salvation Army, Housing Associations, Health Hubs as 
well as  face to face street recruitment. We teach , we cook , we eat together and we provide a bag of  ingredients to take away, at 

 £    2,350.00 
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cost. This we know consolidates the impact of the sessions.  In regard to safeguarding, the named person to run the training sessions 
is a trained experienced Secondary School Food teacher with a current DBS check. 

Cllr 
proposal 

Belham Primary 
School - 
Parents against 
Pollution 

Air Quality in 
Peckham 

The parents at my daughters school and local neighbours are frightened to hear about the levels of pollution in our area  
One resident  participated in a pollution monitoring scheme with the London Sustainability Exchange (subsidised by DEFRA) and 
here are the results for SE15 (and Brixton).  
As you can see, the NO2 levels are all higher than the maximum levels imposed by EU Health standards (40) and so we get fined 
£300 million pounds per year and it looks like the bill will go up next year since the government or local authorities are not doing 
anything about it. I have studied Southwark Action Plan and there is so much: "Southwark will... do this... do that etc..." but it really 
does not bear the reality of what's happening on the grounds (for example, cars are idling all over the place and I asked a Traffic 
warden to issue a fine, but I got a laugh of him; the same team were sleeping at the dead end of my road on Holly Grove and had 
their engine running! These are the people employed and trained by the Council to protect us and set the example. 
What we need is someone at local level who is in charge of informing people and campaigning for a change in our transport modes. 
This won't happen if no incentives are given to drivers and commuters. Some funding would be helpful to link the local community 
with the council, GLA and others to harness the engagement and willingness to do something positive on the ground to help better air 
quality This project will be instrumental in raising awareness of what can be done  locally to improve air quality and how these efforts 
tie in to the wider strategy for clean air. We can use the end product to help all local neighbourhoods in Southwark to be vigilant about 
clean air. 

 £    3,000.00 

734858 Bellenden Big 
Lunch 

Bellenden Big 
(various) 

Bellenden Big hosts a number of events local all designed to create community cohesion and leverage capacity and resources in the 
community to benefit all. Our events include: Bellenden big lunch, Bellenden Big Tree, and this year Bellenden Big Conversation 

 £        765.00 

734513 Buchan Tenants 
& Residents 
Association 

Nunhead Animation 
Club 

This project will bring together young people from the community and over a period of 5 full day sessions will gain skills in storytelling, 
animation production, creative teamwork and skills in art and craft. Through the production of hand-made stop motion animations, 
young people from Nunhead will be supported to express themselves and their communities in beautiful and socially meaningful films. 
Through the workshops the young people will storyboard and write the concept for the animations themselves. They will be given 
freedom to talk about some of the issues that concerns them in their own community and how these problems can be resolved. The 
outcomes from the discussions will be created into stories via their storyboards and then animations. In the last year of doing these 
projects our students have made animations about Bullying, Black History Month, Racism, Mental Health, Surveillance Society, Child 
Labour, Domestic Abuse, Environment just to name a few. The ages for our projects range from 5-14.    

 £    1,500.00 

733503 Caribb Youth & 
Community 
Association 

CYC Youth Sport 
Active and 
Behaviour Support 
Project. 

The project will engage with young people of different background in the area. The project will provide sports, recreational and leisure 
time activities for young people. There will also be event around personal development and behaviour management for young people.  
Other activities will be to engage parents in workshops and events as instrument for ensuring active engagement with their children's 
personal development and good behaviour. By working together this way they will establish respect and consideration for each other 
the meet in their lives, This will in particular be of benefit to young people at risk of being involved in local gangs and bullying.   

 £    5,000.00 
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734720 Cooking Against 
Crime 

"Cooking Against 
Crime" 

The project aims to encourage young people within the community involved in crime or at the risk of offending to find alternatives to 
crime and to engage with each other in positive constructive ways. And what better way to do so than with cooking! Many young 
people involved in crime have unhealthy lifestyles and poor diets. This affects mood, reaction, concentration and achievement. This 
project in Nunhead/Peckham involves those at risk of and involved in violence, and anti - social behaviour, especially NEET’s - Those 
not in education and training and those in Pupil Referral Units.  It aims to give them transferable skills that will help young people to 
be better placed to take up opportunities such as training due to increased confidence, team work and communication skills and a 
sense of achievement. To dissuade tempted by committing crime to channel their efforts into a positive collective activity with other 
young people also tempted by crime to developing the specific life skill of cooking. There has been a rise in cheap convenience food 
and pre-prepared meals that have less nutrients and more chemicals that affect the behaviour of young people. 
So the intention of my projects is to build back the desire for young people to want to cook!  To create an environment where the 
focus will be on teaching young people basic cooking skills and feel confident within the kitchen, using fresh ingredients at an 
affordable cost. Whilst, the project recognised its commitment in seeking to reduce crime, it also recognises its responsibility in 
encouraging and supporting young people may not for whatever reason other than crime who don’t feel confident to engage in these 
kinds of activities. My personal approach is to allocate appropriate time and support to all participants irrespective of what their needs 
might be. 

 £    5,000.00 

720517 Cooperative 
House Planters 

Cooperative House 
Community Garden 

The community garden is an initiative to provide a green space, community and learning facilities to the residents of Cooperative 
House, the wider local community and the local business community. 

 £    4,000.00 

734964 Copleston 
Centre 

The Gift of 
Christmas 

Providing a free Christmas meal and evening's entertainment for up to 150 local people suffering isolation due to age, mental health 
concerns, homelessness, or as refugees and asylum seekers. Volunteers act as hosts on the tables to encourage people to talk to 
one another and connect to different parts of the community. The event will reduce isolation over the Christmas period, connect 
people to other parts of the wider community, and will increase understanding and reduce stigma between different groups. 

 £    2,000.00 

735026 Copleston 
Centre Church 

Copleston Road 
Street Party 

Bringing all members of the local community together to get to know one another better, break down barriers between people of 
different backgrounds, strengthen community cohesion across all groups, and to have fun together!  

 £    1,000.00 

732994 covo connecting 
voices 

connecting people The project aims to develop the inclusion of elderly people living in Peckham through a reminiscence program. The program uses 
dance movement and music to help participants develop a collage of personal stories, culminating in a performance for the whole 
community. In a recent consultation of several day centres conducted by COVO, it was apparent that many elderly people, particularly 
from minority ethnic groups, are reluctant to live in supported or sheltered housing and want to remain living independently. Despite 
having access to day centres, most elderly people seldom communicate with other members of their community such as children, 
young people and families. The project will run from April to July 2017 and will take place in the Black Elderly Group Southwark day 
centre (86 Bellenden Road, SE15 4RQ) involving 15 users. During the workshops, the elderly people will be encouraged to share 
their personal stories, experiences and memories of living in Peckham. Sessions will include the use of acoustic instruments as well 
as movement therapy techniques to facilitate the reminiscence of past experiences, enabling the participants to express emotions and 
thoughts in their own unique way. The performances will take place in one local primary school and one community centre. At the end 
of each performance, there will be an open forum where experiences will be exchanged between the elderly people and the audience 

 £    4,835.00 
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with the objective of exploring partnerships between the school and the day centre.  A total of about 120 people will benefit from the 
project including children and parents from the primary school, and young people and workers from the community centre. The 
project will develop the elderly people’s self esteem and confidence, and strengthen links with their local community, and help 
develop a positive perception of elderly people.  

729058 Elimhouse 
Community 
Association - 
Southwark 

Elimhouse 
Community 
Association - 
Southwark 

The project seeks to reach out to and engager with lonely and isolated BME elderly so as to enhance their quality of life. Through 
many years delivering services for older people in Southwark we are aware that many older people really leave their home, without 
support and encouragement. For instance, for our entire one-off attendance is in the region of 100 to 150. Staff and Volunteer also 
liaise with other similar and members of the community through as part of the outreach work the centre dose support older isolated 
elderly. A previous project we ran 2 years ago there over 300 recorded participants.  We also encourage young people to help as 
volunteer in this project. The need is to provide events and activities which respond to disadvantage and vulnerable communities who 
feel left out due to their welfare position, poor living environment and poverty; elderly people who rely on welfare benefit and volunteer 
support. We are also in contact of BME elderly in our community with no local relative. The project will provide direct help, 
encouragement and support for BME older people in Southwark. 

 £    3,250.00 

735023 Faces in Focus Therapeutic Groups 
and Family Therapy 

We will provide therapeutic and recovery groups for children and young people aged 11-25 plus family therapy sessions. The groups 
and family therapy will be an extension to our one to one counselling service. The groups will cover things such as anxiety, 
depression, bullying, gang related issues and avoidance, forced marriage, abusive relationships, drug and alcohol abuse, family  
problems all of which are issues which can be positively dealt with in a group work setting. There is a real need for therapeutic groups 
and family therapy to be available for people in the 11-25 age range, particularly those who do not meet the strict requirements for 
NHS and other statutory services. The local community will benefit from extended access to therapeutic groups delivered at an early 
stage, providing a positive and beneficial intervention and so, for many, avoiding problems later on in life. 

 £    5,000.00 

734790 Friends of 
Warwick 
Gardens 

Bulbfest **Community Bulbfest: make Warwick Gardens a Destination** 
1. Warwick Gardens is a fantastic amenity, but lacks colour and would benefit from some "prettying up"!
2. We are relaunching Friends of Warwick Gardens and would to galvanise the group and attract new members through a community
project. The Friends of WG consulted the community at Pexmas, and a floral display was the top on a list of improvements they would 
like to see. People feel the Gardens would become a more interesting place and therefore visit more if it had flowers as well as trees.  
We have consulted Will Walpole in the parks department, who firmly supports this plan. Therefore we propose to gather the 
community to plant drifts of bulbs for year round colour: purchased by the neighbourhood fund. Having consulted with Will, we 
discussed two tranches of bulbs, spring planting "in the green" for bluebells and snowdrops and autumn/winter planting for 
tulips/alliums. The snowdrops and bluebells would be sited in the wooded area at the bottom of the park with the other bulbs to form a 
natural gradient of planting from the hedgerow which was planted some years back, along the trainline. According to ecologists this 
"natural gradient" planting creates maximum biodiversity - and given our park is already a Green Flag location AND an international 
destination for insect life, this will add further interest and habitats. Long term, this plan will create additional areas of "no 
maintenance/ mowing" and therefore reduce maintenance costs. The bulbs would be planted by volunteers using tools provided by 
Southwark (as discussed with Will). This will present a fantastic opportunity to get the community together, get them talking and 
caring for the park. A small tranche of the money will be used to communicate the event with posters and provide volunteer 
refreshments.  

 £    4,220.00 
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735019 Holistic Well 
Women 

Creative Craft 
Corner 

Creative Craft Corner aims give local people the opportunity to learn a variety of creative crafts. We will be offering Jewellery Making, 
knitting and crochet, fashion design and machine embroidery course in the local community.  The project is aimed at young people, 
older people.  Disabled and people with mental health issues The project will bring everyone together to learn a creative skill, reduce 
isolation, improve mental wellbeing and get involve in the end of project exhibition 

 £    3,000.00 

730182 HOurBank All Saints 
Community Cafe 

All Saints Community Café is a joint initiative from HOurBank and All Saints, that develops community and integration among 
marginalised people. The Café is held at All Saints, Peckham and engages local residents, offering them free refreshments. Though 
everyone is welcome whatever religion, ethnicity, age etc; we target isolated groups such as pensioners, the homeless and those on 
low-income. We also work with CAP who provides debt advice. The aim of the cafe is to marry All Saints foothold in the community 
with HOurBank’s time-banking system that builds relationships by using people’s time and skills as currency. The Southwark Health 
Summary 2013 categorises low well-being levels as “a high burden” to Southwark and “worsening”, and timebanks across the UK 
have a proven track record in “reducing isolation, improving the health and well-being of older people and building stronger 
communities”. (Give and Take, 2014. Boyle and Bird.) Since June 2015, we've been attending the café and have seen regular 
attendance. Many HOurBank members attend and others from the church and cafe have now joined the HOurBank, the majority live 
alone or in hostels. We are seeking funding to develop the success of this café. We would like to introduce new sessions in the cafe 
routine, providing interactive discussions on healthy eating, budgeting, winter-awareness and exercise, among others topics, as well 
as afford us new opportunities to reach the isolated around Peckham. Additionally, we’d like to develop our relationships with local 
projects such as Age UK, Advising London, and the CABx to create more tailored support for our attendants, however we currently do 
not have capacity to do this. 

 £    5,000.00 

727428 Illuminated Arts Hairlooms 
Extensions 

Illuminated Arts has pioneered projects that use the arts to celebrate culture and heritage in order to create strong communities. We 
developed this way of working with children, parents and teachers in Southwark schools who expressed awareness of deep divisions 
within school communities. The Hairlooms project was devised in response to a growing number of incidents in schools where 
children styling their hair in traditional African hairstyles were labelled unacceptable or persecuted by school staff unaware of non-
European cultural expression. The first phase of this project has been so popular and successful that we devised the Hairlooms 
Extensions with 4WD&UP, Centric Learning Tree and Project Embrace as a way of tackling issues of self-worth with both boys and 
girls of all cultures and from any heritage. We have approached it as an empowerment project aimed at celebrating African hair 
through the culture, traditions, symbolism and history of Africa and its diaspora. With the largest African population in the world 
outside Africa, Southwark is in great need of ways to engage with African culture and dismantle barriers to community cohesion. 
'Hairlooms' focuses on African hair to alight the children's imaginations creatively and introduce Black History in a variety of exciting 
and engaging ways. We began working with local schools Bellenden Primary and St. John’s and St. Clements in November 2016, 
and would like to take the project to other local schools. This funding will enable us to offer three days of workshops with three 
schools – The Belham Primary, St. Mary Magdalene and Rye Oak Primary - reaching more than 800 children. We will also provide 
whole-school assemblies in order to communicate with a larger number of children. We are confident that our strong and supportive 
working group has developed a unique formula that can transform young people's attitudes, lives and communities. 

 £    5,000.00 

734827 Kado Projects 
CIO 

Peckham Rye 
Fringe Festival 

We wish to offer free inclusive arts and culture based workshops in the week preceding the Peckham Rye Music festival.  In 2016 
some local residents told us that they felt the festival was not accessible to them and we want to ensure that every resident and local 
business in Peckham feels able to attend, become involved with and contribute to the festival. Our aims are to provide interesting 

 £    4,725.00 
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activities that cover a number of areas that local residents have told us that they are interested in. These include music making, 
production and promotion, dance, film, comedy, theatre, art, talks and poetry. In order to ensure these are available to all we would 
like them to be free of charge. Peckham has undergone many changes in recent years and the community is at risk of fragmenting. It 
is out hope that through offering fun, inclusive and wide ranging activities we can encourage a wider section of the community to get 
involved with the festival, helping us to embed it into the culture of the area and develop a sense of community ownership and pride.  
Peckham is a thriving part of London with exciting and diverse residents,  we want to bring people together across generations, 
cultures and economic positions to explore the creativity and diversity we have on our doorstep. We hope to offer a minimum of 20 
workshops over the week and we are looking at connecting with 200 local people. We are working with The Bussey Building, The 
Nines, Canavans and over 15 other local venues throughout the duration of the festival from 15th to 21st May 2017. 

734914 Link Age 
Southwark 

Communities 
Reducing Social 
Isolation for Older 
People 

We are seeking funds to recruit, induct, support and retain 10 volunteers from the local community to provide volunteer transport and 
help to deliver four activity groups to benefit 60 older people in the Peckham and Nunhead CC Area. The groups are based in St. 
Mary’s Church, Peckham, Lime Tree House, Dundas Road, Harry Lamborn House on Gervase Street and Jack Jones House on 
Reedham Street.   All groups promote physical health through gentle exercise with an experienced tutor and provide mental 
stimulation, friendship and social interaction.  The groups at St. Mary's Church and Lime Tree House also do other activities such as 
quizzes, speakers and arts and crafts. Services are co-ordinated by paid staff but delivered by local volunteers from diverse 
backgrounds. Our co-ordinator recruits volunteers and matches their skills and availability to the location, needs and interests of our 
service users.  Our volunteer drivers provide escorted transport for those who can’t travel alone, ensuring that older people are able 
to remain active and engaged in their community and can participate in activities outside the home. Older people are vulnerable to 
social isolation and loneliness as mobility reduces, health deteriorates and family and peers move away or die.  Over half of all older 
people consider television as their main form of company and 10% have contact with friends, family and neighbours less than once a 
month.  Loneliness brings risks of serious physical and mental health problems. Our groups are the only social interactions that many 
of our users have outside the home. The average age of our users is 82 and over 20% are over 90 years old.  Our groups reduce 
loneliness and isolation, improving quality of life and health and wellbeing. They promote mental stimulation, friendship and social 
interaction. Our work promotes a stronger, richer and age-friendly local community.  

 £    2,761.00 

734488 Little People's 
World 

LPW Half term and 
Summer holiday 
events 

Little People’s World is a small voluntary group run by Parents and Carers volunteers in the Peckham and Nunhead locality. LPW 
provide services and activities which promotes the wellbeing of parents, carers and their children of ages 0-8 years. The aim of this 
project is to provide activities every half term- February, Easter and summer breaks to give families with young children an 
opportunity to participate and engage in activities that will contribute to and promote their social and economic well-being. Working 
within the school and children’s centre community over the past few years has evidenced that quite a few families because of their 
vulnerability (through isolation, mental health and lack of financial resources); do not have the capacity or opportunity to attend 
activities during the holiday period.  Although there are services like the children’s centres, social services and health- visiting that 
does support families, there is a lack of projects and resources that they can refer families into. Little People’s world will therefore link 
up with other services to promote, sign post and support families during the holidays. The benefits include the following:  
1. Reduce the level of safeguarding issues that tend to arise.
2. Build up the self-esteem of young children who will then feel more confident when they return to school or the children’s centre
after the holidays. 

 £    2,000.00 
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3. Ensure that safety and wellbeing is maintained even during the holidays.
4. Provide opportunities for volunteers to develop their skills and increase their chances of employability.
The project aims to reach approximately 80 families with activities including sports and games, arts and crafts, music and dance, face 
painting, healthy cooking and eating.  

734970 Livesey 
Exchange 

Power Project Power Project exists to strengthen gender equality in the workplace.  The project began through a conversation between PemPeople, 
Maya Alvarado and James Green. Power Project is a workshop that invites residents of the Ledbury Estate and the surrounding area 
to learn core-making skills, such as picture hanging, furniture repair and shelf installation. Making will take place at the Livesey 
Exchange on a three-hour weekly basis culminating in a collaborative exhibition at PemPeople on Peckham High Street. Power 
Project will directly benefit the residents of the Ledbury Estate while the wider community are also invited to enrol in courses. All 
participants will be eligible for membership to the Livesey Exchange Tool Library. We aim to interact with 100 local residents during 
the funding phase while establishing the Tool Library as an on-going community resource. Within our Phase One (6 month) period, 
we aim to host 18 workshops with 8-12 participants. Phase two will be a launch of a Webshop, Material Database and Tool Library. 
These will be accessed through a subsidised membership that acts as the primary revenue stream for Power Project. Initiatives like 
Pecan’s Ignition Programme prepare and teach people how to package their skills for future employment. Power Project workshops 
provide tangible experiences imparting simple and effective skills that imbue confidence in an experienced and supportive 
environment. PemPeople, What If Projects and STORE CIC. have all been instrumental in providing resource and space whilst 
groups including Fearless Futures and Peckham Platform have expressed an interest and are part of a continuing dialogue for 
sourcing members and supporting workshops. Fearless Futures see the potential for Power Project to act as an application of the 
work they with young women to challenge stereotypes and lead change. 

 £    5,000.00 

734423 Maintaining 
Health Partners 

Peckham Feasts Peckham Feasts will be 10 monthly community lunches at the Copleston Centre with members of our Copleston Together network, 
made up of people who use mental health services, others at risk of poor mental health and the wider community. The feasts will be 
co-prepared with volunteers and will use some locally sourced food grown in Peckham's Glengall Wharf Garden. They will focus on 
the benefits of eating healthy food together, physical and mental health and well-being, volunteering, developing skills, reducing 
isolation and building community. Our network is around 50 people strong and we envisage an average of 20 people at each lunch. At 
lunches we will share information about free and affordable events, activities inspired by participant ideas and interests. The 
coordination and preparation of the lunches and information will be co-coordinated by a volunteer. Central to the monthly gatherings 
will be the many relationships we have developed with: people using services in hospital and the community; other local people; 
partner organisations, including Recovery in Action, Kindred Minds, the Copleston Centre, Together UK/Southwark Hub, Peckham 
Befrienders, Glengall Gardens Food-Growing Project, Contact A Family, Southwark Day Centre for Asylum Seekers (also based at 
the Copleston Centre); hospital and community-based SLaM professionals. Evaluation from previous projects demonstrates the 
positive impact of eating together, learning about healthy affordable food, making new friends and finding out about other 
opportunities over lunch, on people's physical and mental health and well-being and reducing isolation and stigma. 

 £    5,348.00 

734535 Nunhead's 
Voice 

The Ivy Club The Ivy Club (formerly Sunshine Club) was established in April 2016 to provide promote the social, mental and physical wellbeing of 
older people living in Nunhead. We aim to improve keep mind and body healthy to promote a higher quality of life. Based at The 
Green Community Centre, we offer a diverse regular weekly programme of activities and events.  

 £    4,946.00 
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According to 2011 census figures, there are 1,670 people over the age of 60 living in Nunhead. Since the closure of the previous 
community centre, there had been no active group for older Nunhead residents , whose needs were unmet. The Ivy Club was set up 
in response to feedback gathered through consultation on the needs of the local area that the community centre should address.  
The mainstay of our weekly programme is six hour social drop-in session. This offers a welcoming space to meet friends (old and 
new) over a cup of tea, enjoy board games, card games and lively chat. Members of the club have started a knitting and crochet 
circle. The day ends with a regular bingo session.  
During the year we have expanded the programme to offer further classes, responding to feedback. We now have weekly chair-based 
fitness sessions to promote healthy, active lifestyles. A weekly beginners’ ukulele class offers the chance to be a bit creative and 
learn something new! We are looking to introduce new activities in 2017. These include a monthly, intergenerational coffee morning, 
bringing together parents, carers and young children with older club members – helping bring the community together and build 
respect for elders amongst the young. We hope it will also help fill the gap for those who are not able to see their own grandchildren / 
grandparents regularly. We are also looking at offering relaxation and mindfulness classes to promote wellbeing. 

733777 Oliver 
Goldsmith 
Estate Tenants 
and Residents 
Association 

Oliver Goldsmith 
Estate TRA Digital 
Centre 

We intend to use our TRA digital centre to offer free computer (internet, printing and telephone) facilities to residents on Oliver 
Goldsmith Estate. As you know many residents do not have internet access or landline access, which prevents them from contacting 
the council by phone or email. With a free land line and internet access, residents will be able to apply for jobs, contact the the council 
and print out official forms. 

 £    5,000.00 

734971 Peckham Coal 
Line w 
FoCP&KNR 

Communiti-Tea 
Party 

To further engage the community in Peckham Coal Line, (a project supported by all sectors of the community via their funding to date 
for the feasibility study). We will organise a Spring, Summer, Autumn & Winter events. In the Kirkwood Reserve, (very popular site, 
which many do not know of), introducing the local environment with it benefits to all. We aim to involve local residents including those 
in the Sheltered housing,(often excluded) to skill-share with the community. Talking of their lives in the area and encouraging all to 
join in. Everyone will be invited to contribute at the final event which will include also face painting, music (provided by local 
residents), circus skills, Tea and Beer Tent, (Coal Line cakes, Coal Line beer,) Pickling Penny(foraging) Bee Urban, Woodcraft 
Group, John Donne Choir. Bug Hunts, plant sales, Coal Line walks and bike rides: Something for everyone. Peckham companies are 
involved linking residents with local businesses, providing safe places in the open is essential for the health of the community. We 
plan to run the project from April with the final event in August/September Benefits include getting to know each other. We have 
success in bringing the diverse groups together. Giving people a safe place to learn and share their skills. New projects spring up 
form these collaborations. eg Grow the Line, Forage bike rides. 

 £    2,400.00 

734801 Peckham 
Intergenerationa
l Project 

A Peckham 
Patchwork 

A peckham Patchwork will work with intergenerational groups in Peckham to discover personal stories about Peckham past and 
present, and bring them together in a celebratory performance at Theatre Peckham, and an online audio piece that members of the 
wider community can download and share. The project will celebrate the diverse stories from Peckham's past, from the golden age of 
the magnificent department stores on Rye Lane, to the present day, when we are happily one of the most diverse communities in the 
UK. We will explore the living memory of elders in the community through storytelling sessions with them, and support children in 
discovering how unique their locale is through sharing these stories and research with them and listening to their perceptions and 
hopes for the area. The findings will be woven together into a performance at Theatre Peckham, for all participants. This project 
builds upon this year's intergenerational music project, Bring Me Sunshine, which has seen Belham children get to know the elders at 

 £    4,880.00 
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Elim House, spending time with them sharing songs. This experience has been wonderful and invaluable for both groups, and we 
wish to deepen this link, and connect with elders at The Copleston Centre, and with our neighbours at Bellenden School. We believe 
this will foster awareness and belonging for all the groups, a greater sense of cohesion through knowledge of one another, as well as 
contributing a wonderful record of how Peckham is and has been experienced by all our community. 

734763 Peckham Vision Peckham Vision 
Town Centre 
Community Hubs 
project 

Our small shop in Holdron’s Arcade is an information hub. It provides a daily visual information centre and twice weekly drop-in 
sessions about planning and regeneration, and related matters, and we sell locally themed handmade merchandise. We take our 
mobile information exhibition to several summer fairs in Peckham. We have also developed our small studio in the Bussey Building as 
a community hub for educational and training work on planning and regeneration.  
* more local people joining our community team to enable existing work to continue, and to develop the work further.
* increasing regular shop drop-in sessions, and mobile exhibition participation in local community fairs and events.
* developing better understanding of the impact of planning and regeneration on health and well being, linked with 1935-1950
Peckham Experiment into the nature of health. 
* providing artisan and craft opportunities in shop and studio, where local people can explore and learn new skills, create new
enterprises, and enhance their lives. 
targets and milestones 2017/18  
* expand shop rota and events teams
* develop work on links between health and well being and built environment
* develop team to deliver sessions of art and craft practices in the shop and studio
Benefits: hundreds of local people who care about Peckham town centre. Project need: Our project responds to the feedback from 
many people we interact with across all our activities who say they want to come together to share and take action on their 
aspirations for Peckham as a place.  Other projects:  None with this focus, as far as we know. 
Other project links:  Copeland Park; Rye Lane Traders Association; Umbrella for Women to Women; Community Southwark; South 
London Gallery; Pioneer Health Foundation. Delivery is based on the successful experience of previous 10 years work. 

 £    3,000.00 

734684 Pelican Plus 
Tenants & 
Residents 
Association 

Beautification of 
Heron Hse 

At the moment we have a 'grot area' near Heron Hse, which is an open area which allows anti social behaviour, from drug dealing 
and taking, urinating, social gathering spot for gangs to take place.  In this particular block we have a approx 50 properties with 
families living in them.  They want their area to feel safe, beautiful and friendly and by adding more planting, beautiful fences (done by 
the local blacksmith) this will help to enhance the area and let the local people take charge of an area that will be enhanced with 
plants etc. 

 £    4,000.00 

734917 PemPeople Screen Printing 
Workshops 

The project aims to help members of local community gain confidence, learn new skills and understand the processes involved in 
Screen printing T-Shirts and bags. This will be achieved by running 4 day workshops over the course of 4 consecutive weekends and 
or week night sessions of 4 - 6 hours. At the end of the intensive course each participant will have a thorough understanding of how to 
take an image from idea to product through the use of:  
Photo editing and graphic design software 
Preparing a screen 
Exposing an image 
Screen wash out 

 £    5,000.00 
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Printing techniques and best practice 
Choice of garment 
Advanced printing techniques. 
Screen cleaning / reclamation 
The workshops will be low cost and discounted for those who are struggling financially. After the course all participants will have the 
skills necessary to allow them to print unsupervised - this will enable them to join a print studio and create their own designs / 
products 

734269 Southwark 
Legends 
(Legends 
Academy) 

Basketball in the 
Community 

Southwark Legends Basketball is one of the few remaining community basketball programs in the country that is not connected to a 
School or an Academy. We provide an environment where young people in the community can come together and get the opportunity 
to develop various life skills through using the sport of basketball as an engaging tool. Growing up in Southwark, the coaching and 
development team have seen the barriers that a lot of young people face, however, we have also seen how sports has played a big 
part in giving young people a positive direction in the community. We understand that there are maybe two other basketball programs 
in the community that offer basketball initiatives however, where we are not connected to a school, we provide an opportunity for 
those young people who might not have been given an opportunity to play in School or their College.  We are community focused, we 
involve and support parents, we liaise with schools, we take the young people on educational and employment programs and we offer 
workshops around character development, nutrition, sex education, first aid and much more. We believe that a minimum of 40 young 
people will benefit from our project on a weekly basis. The project was identified and will be defined by individuals that live and grew 
up in the community and have seen the positive impact of this initiative and the strides it has made over the years.  The project will 
offer a one to one mentoring program through volunteers who have grown up in the community and are now employed in different 
walks of professional life and with the passion, desire and ability to impart and relate to present challenges. We also have academia 
links overseas where young people can access as an option for further education. 

 £    6,044.00 

734975 The Salvation 
Army 

Coffee Space / The 
Feast / Oasis 

We are seeking to support three community projects that we run, all of which are aimed at support our local community, fostering 
community inclusion and cohesion, and providing support for vulnerable persons.  
Coffee Space, which launches in March 2017, will be a weekly community coffee shop run on a social enterprise model with quality 
and affordability being key. The space will be comfortable and relaxing, incorporating soft play for little ones. All turnover is put back 
into our local projects.  
The Feast, is a free three-course meal, on Tuesday evenings for those who are homeless, nearly homeless or facing financial 
difficulties. Our team offer a listening ear, a friendly face and support in helping people gain access to services.  
Oasis is a community social group focusing on education, quality food, friendship and fun. It is mainly elderly and isolated persons 
who access the service. 

 £    5,390.00 

734867 Women in Film 
SE15 

Screenwriting and 
short filmmaking 
workshop 

The aims of the screen writing/filmmaking workshop are to give women and girls within the local community the opportunity and 
collaborative environment of writing a film script, plan a short film and learn filming techniques that might prove to be otherwise 
inaccessible in terms of cost and location. The project will aim to attract a diverse cross section of the Peckham and Nunhead 
community. It will support and encourage the women in the community who may feel isolated, connecting with community groups for 
attendees e.g. Nunhead's' Voice, Brayard's Estate, Peckham Vision, The Southwark Day Centre For Asylum Seekers.  There will be 
up to 20 people benefiting from the project and beyond the immediate workshop there will be opportunities for the wider community in 

 £    1,000.00 
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terms of a further screening of the film. The end project would be screened as part of a community event during the Nunhead and 
Peckham Free Film Festival. The project was conceived of by the members of the Women in Film Collective who were wishing to 
replicate the success of a workshop undertaken in 2013. Similar projects that exist currently, include the wider groups of film 
collectives who actively promote girls and women into the film industry but from a less focused community base.  The difference of 
this project resides in its local  specificity, meeting the needs of a more diverse section of the population.  
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734439 1WayForward I'MPOSSIBLE To give Young People aged 16 - 24 opportunity to have a better chance in life: This project will improve the lives of young people who 
are disadvantaged, socially excluded and/or NEET, to experience a healthier concept of self, realise their true potential, set and 
achieve their goals and have a platform where their achievements are accredited and/or recognised.   This project will definitely go a 
long way in transforming as well as improving the lives of the participants. Build Stronger Communities: As a result of this project 
young people from different backgrounds and communities will form bonds with one another, which could be a step towards solving 
their problems.  We encourage networking as part of the project and as the youths network with one another, ideas and partnerships 
could be born.  They could end up working on joint ventures thereby strengthening the community, forming strong bonds and 
facilitating social cohesion.  They could even become peer mentors to other young people in the community. Healthier and more 
Active People and Communities: By actually making out time to come on this project, young people who are normally found loitering 
on street corners and/or participating in gang activity; revolving in a palliative rather than a curative existence,  will be taking a step 
towards living a healthier life.  As most young people who will be attending the project have never worked together before, these 
meetings will encourage respect, peer support and working together. 

 £
14,440.00 

733952 Ascension Trust 
- Southwark 
Street Pastors 

Southwark Street 
Pastors 

Southwark Street Pastors is a response to neighbourhood problems of the 21st century, with a growth in crime, anti-social behaviour 
and dramatic rise in the numbers of teenagers carrying and using knives and guns. Bringing the Church into partnership with other 
agencies we work in practical ways for peace, safer streets, investment in the lives of young and vulnerable people, and other 
community members at night. The street pastor gets to know people in the community building relationships to find out their needs 
and help; caring, listening, helping. A street pastor is willing to engage people where they are, in terms of their thinking and location. 
Southwark has 28 street pastors [recruiting at  least 12 additional]; patrolling  Peckham Area to Camberwell Green, New Kent Road to 
Elephant and  Castle Borough High Street to London Bridge to Tower Bridge, Borough Market, Walworth Road, Old Kent Road. 
Teams  patrol streets and visit pubs, night clubs/parties locality and build relationships. E.g. shop keepers, business, families, local 
police, door staff, youth clubs.  Street pastor’s is develops a dialogue with people, listening and gaining knowledge and responding to 
local concerns.  Their main role is to make themselves available, especially to young people, helping them to move into positive 
endeavours.  On a typical night, Street pastors will: • Engage in situations which are at risk of escalating into angry/violent 
confrontations • Pick up bottles and broken glass • Administer basic first aid • Give out water, flip flops, lolly pops, space blankets etc. 
• Assist people to get home safely • Support those who are vulnerable • Provide information and reassurance • Signpost to other
agencies • Call ambulance service and police as required and where appropriate work together • Build relationships with key 
agencies, businesses, police and community members  

 £
2,413.00 

732573 Astbury Road 
Area Residents 
Association 
(aka ARARA) 

Community  
Celebration Street 
Party 

We hold this party every year to continue our promotion of social cohesion, eliminating segregation and  helping us to learn more of 
other cultures resulting in long lasting friendships. They in turn learn what is available to them through the different groups who 
provide activities  within the borough, both for young people and senior citizens.   It has been proved over the years that inviting  
residents to participate in  our regular monthly TRA meetings and activities has proved  that we are a very strong TRA. We obtain at 
least one speaker from an outside group to talk to us about their organisation what benefits they offer to us. Residents, especially our 
Council tenants,  know they can contact us with help on most matters that they require advice on.  Since the council cancelled the 
Free Collection of unwanted items we do our best to assist in this  and take their items  to the Council Yard. 
Our  4 noticeboards display information containing  dates of  meetings and literature appertaining to activities especially the Free  
Fitness programmes offered by the Council to ensure everyone is made aware of what is available to them.   We obtain the services 

 £
1,815.00 
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of speakers from outside organisations to speak at our meetings so that residents are aware of the activities available to them. 
Recent Speakers were "Welcome to Southwark Better Streets" and " South London Cares"  both excellent presentations.  Both 
speakers stayed  after the meeting to answer more questions. Since the council cancelled the Bulk Items Free Collection we do our 
utmost to assist the less well off by taking their items to the local Veolia site. Many residents took courses run by Harold Markham 
and several joined the Adult Learning Courses we organised gaining expertise in many varied subject. Leading up to the Festive 
Season we distribute a comprehensive gift bag of grocery/household items to our elderly and vulnerable residents.  

734648 Bimtonroy 
Tenants & 
Residents 
Association 

After School Club Our Community in Nunhead and Peckham in SE15 are among the local authorities registering lower grades in the National School 
exams results in KS1; KS2; GCSE, especially in Maths, English and Sciences.  
We have more than 200 primary school children attending more than 20 schools within our borough. Majority of these children 
perform poorly in Maths, English and Sciences in the National Exams, hence this project is aimed at giving them extra support to 
improve their performance in these subjects.  
Management committee consulted with members of the community and identified three areas of need for intervention as follows: 
Ways to:-  
• Improve performance of our children in education.
• Help with those unemployed
• Enhance quality life for our women and mothers.
We started this project two years ago thanks to the Neighbourhood Funding. The impact is already manifesting in the lives of these 
children. Their performance in school work is improving greatly. Their parents are equally testifying of their improvement in reading, 
writing and numeracy skills. On Wednesday14th December 2016, 22 children from our project visited Queens Oak Care Home on 
Queens Road Peckham, to practice their reading skills. They entertained 15 elderly residents and staff with their songs and then 
divided into 10 groups and read short poems and stories to residents. They wrote these poems and short stories in their class work. It 
was such an awesome experience. Seeing the impact on the residents who wanted the children to continue but for lack of time, the 
manager My Marilyn requested for the children to return in the New Year. These children will surely be contributing in many ways to 
the community. With their improved high-self-esteem, they would be less inclined to gang banging as well as other anti-social 
activities etc. 

 £
5,000.00 

734445 Brayards Estate 
Tenants & 
residents 
Association 

#NAME? The idea is to promote and develop health and well being to create community cohesion, break down any barriers, and encourage 
participation in sport activities for all. To reach an awareness of diverse cultures: encouraging social inclusion for all. 
The project will engage with the local and wider community who are at risk of a poor educational attainment, and are also at the risk 
of offending and experiencing social or emotional isolation.  
This shall be done through a sports day event run by Golden events which will promote other activities run by BETRA, it’s a tool to 
encourage participation in our projects and our new hoped for sport projects such as "Tennis for Adults and Children." 
All activities at the sport day event will promote health and education. 
Plus a series of new community activities that will be run by freelance tutors healthy cooking, gardening and arts and sport activities 
run by volunteers tennis and football. 
The projects will challenge and encourage new skills. Through the project we expect to reach over 500 people and have at least 400 

 £4.592.00 
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attend project activities.  
The project was developed through consulting with the local community at Brayards Estate TRA community meetings and one to one 
meetings with local people. We found that especially local elderly and children want to be taught new sports, crafts, gardening, 
healthy eating, and how to grow organic food. 
It’s recognized all will benefit from Exercise, healthy eating, awareness of weight issues. We need Educational visits and creative 
activities for all. It helps with their mobility previous isolation and their present state of poor health  
Brayards Estate Market Garden is of benefit and six local people are attending on an organic Masters Course which will link with 
project activities through healthy food being grown and cooked on activities.   

733367 Buchan Tenants 
&  Residents 
Association 

Buchan T&RA 
Community Fun 
Day 

To create an education and fun day for children with their families in the area of benefit; the Barset Estate and the surrounding 
streets. It is our stated aim to create facilities for community involvement and cohesion. 
It is also an opportunity to promote the activities and aims of the Tenants & Residents Association and to encourage people to 
become involved. We also provide information on services, organisations in the area and  an opportunity for people to talk about what 
they would like to see  in the community and express any concerns. 

 £
800.00 

734513 Buchan Tenants 
& Residents 
Association 

Nunhead Animation 
Club 

This project will bring together young people from the community and over a period of 5 full day sessions will gain skills in storytelling, 
animation production, creative teamwork and skills in art and craft. Through the production of hand-made stop motion animations, 
young people from Nunhead will be supported to express themselves and their communities in beautiful and socially meaningful films. 
Through the workshops the young people will storyboard and write the concept for the animations themselves. They will be given 
freedom to talk about some of the issues that concerns them in their own community and how these problems can be resolved. The 
outcomes from the discussions will be created into stories via their storyboards and then animations. In the last year of doing these 
projects our students have made animations about Bullying, Black History Month, Racism, Mental Health, Surveillance Society, Child 
Labour, Domestic Abuse, Environment just to name a few. The age rage for our projects range from 5-14.   

 £
1,500.00 

734720 Cooking Against 
Crime 

"Cooking Against 
Crime" 

The project aims to encourage young people within the community involved in crime or at the risk of offending to find alternatives to 
crime and to engage with each other in positive constructive ways. And what better way to do so than with cooking! Many young 
people involved in crime have unhealthy lifestyles and poor diets. This affects mood, reaction, concentration and achievement. This 
project in Nunhead/Peckham involves those at risk of and involved in violence, and anti - social behaviour, especially NEET’s - Those 
not in education and training and those in Pupil Referral Units.  It aims to give them transferable skills that will help young people to 
be better placed to take up opportunities such as training due to increased confidence, team work and communication skills and a 
sense of achievement. To dissuade tempted by committing crime to channel their efforts into a positive collective activity with other 
young people also tempted by crime to developing the specific life skill of cooking. There has been a rise in cheap convenience food 
and pre-prepared meals that have less nutrients and more chemicals that affect the behaviour of young people   
So the intention of my projects is to build back the desire for young people to want to cook!  To create an environment where the 
focus will be on teaching young people basic cooking skills and feel confident within the kitchen, using fresh ingredients at an 
affordable cost. Whilst, the project recognised its commitment in seeking to reduce crime, it also recognises its responsibility in 
encouraging and supporting young people may not for whatever reason other than crime who don’t feel confident to engage in these 
kinds of activities. My personal approach is to allocate appropriate time and support to all participants irrespective of what their needs 
might be. 

 £
5,000.00 
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734963 Cossall TRA Cossall Cabaret 
Social 

The "Cossall Cabaret Social" project offers a regular family-friendly event that gives our community the opportunity to get together 
and access various forms of  Art and Entertainment within a local  friendly environment. Following the success of the first 2 cabarets, 
the Cossall TRA agreed to apply for more funding. Each event gathered more than 80 residents including 25% of children aged 3 to 
16 years old and 15% elders residents aged 65 years and over. 
At the moment, there are no such facilities within the area, and as survey suggests, this  is one of the community the least likely to 
take part in every category of arts and culture( 3rd most deprived area of Southwark – Index of multiple deprivation September 2015 
/Southwark023D– source:opendatacommunities).  With the inclusion of participating local artists and groups, this project will benefit at 
least 100 people from any age groups and background and  engage them with the arts. The event takes place late in the afternoon 
during the week-end and provide  light snacks and refreshments to encourage social gathering afterwards. The form and recurrence 
of the event is a key element to consolidate a strong community hub. There will be 6 events over 12 months, therefore giving the 
opportunity for the event to get a reputation and for any local residents and artists to take part. We already had participation from local 
artist such story-teller and singer Helen McDonald and there will be a regular call out  for local writers, poets, spoken word artist, 
comedians, circus performers, puppeteers.., as well as a 15mn open mic to encourage self-expression from the participating 
audience. These events encourage creative and artistic resources  locally and strengthen a sense of community. 

 £
4,717.00 

735023 Faces in Focus Therapeutic Groups 
and Family Therapy 

We will provide therapeutic and recovery groups for children and young people aged 11-25 plus family therapy sessions. The groups 
and family therapy will be an extension to our one to one counselling service. The groups will cover things such as anxiety, 
depression, bullying, gang related issues and avoidance, forced marriage, abusive relationships, drug and alcohol abuse, family 
problems all of which are issues which can be positively dealt with in a group work setting. 
There is a real need for therapeutic groups and family therapy to be available for people in the 11-25 age range, particularly those 
who do not meet the strict requirements for NHS and other statutory services. The local community will benefit from extended access 
to therapeutic groups delivered at an early stage, providing a positive and beneficial intervention and so, for many, avoiding problems 
later on in life. 

 £
5,000.00 

734782 Friends of 
Cossall Park 
and Kirkwood 
Nature Reserve 

Grow Cossall Green 
Weekend and 
Gardening Support 
Initiative 

Cossall Park is central to the community and acts as a lynch pin in creating a harmonious environment on the estate. We want  to 
apply for help with two linked initiatives which will enable the whole community to come together within the Park and also reach out to 
people on the estate affected by disability / illness who are currently unable enjoy our green spaces. We will be coordinating support 
from Cossall Estate TRA, Peckham Coal Line and The Hour Bank, Garden Organics and Good Gym volunteer groups.  
1. Grow Cossall Green Weekend
We will launch the event with a community growing day and picnic. A gardening day will help to engage the community, bringing 
everybody together in looking after our green spaces. We will be planting the Cossall Park grow beds and there will be children’s 
activities (bug hunts) and seed and plant swaps. We will have gardening experts on-hand to give gardening advice. 
2. Cossall Gardening Support Initiative
We want to run a project where volunteers look after the gardens / balcony planting of people on the Cossall Estate, who have 
become disabled by illness (cancer, strokes, physical disabilities, etc.) 
We would offer gardening kits worth £200 to five such residents. Kits would include plants, compost and tools. We would plan the 
work with the applicant and then coordinate volunteers to provide the labour to carry out the work.  
We would provide three sessions in all - one during the Green Weekend (to plant) and two later in the year for maintenance. We have 

 £               
2,000.00 
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already identified people who would appreciate this support and who, due to illness, have had to watch the garden they love demise - 
adding to their despair. We believe this service will greatly decrease their anguish and contribute to their emotional wellbeing. 

731114 Friends of 
Nunhead 
Cemetery 

Woman In Front The benefit the community will be: - A public art exhibition commemorating the huge contribution that women made in undertaking 'a 
man's job' whilst the men were serving as soldiers during the First World War which changed the perception of what women were 
capable in the workforce for future generations of women  
- To tell the life story of the woman before the war, her occupation during the war, and what happened to her after the war by focusing 
on women's roles as police constables, bus conductors, railway porters, civil servants, postal workers, fire fighters, and ambulance 
drivers  
- Also the suffragettes contribution to the war effort as well as working towards securing the 'Vote for Women' a 100 years ago 
 - To make ‘Women at War’ First World War history available through a combination of artworks, personal histories, and historical 
documents and artefacts  
- To create an accessible exhibition in Nunhead Cemetery, located in the Stearns Mausoleum, which visitors can also enjoy at the 
May Open Day 2017 

 £
1,300.00 

735019 Holistic Well 
Women 

Creative Craft 
Corner 

Creative Craft Corner aims give local people the opportunity to learn a variety of creative crafts. We will be offering Jewellery Making, 
knitting and crochet, fashion design and machine embroidery course in the local community.  The project is aimed at young people, 
older people.  Disabled and people with mental health issues The project will bring everyone together to learn a creative skill, reduce 
isolation, improve mental wellbeing and get involve in the end of project exhibition 

 £
3,000.00 

733904 iichild Enterprise Against 
Crime 

Enterprise Against Crime aim is to provide options during the school holidays for children and young people through, entrepreneurial 
activities, educational trips and outings and improving their networking skills through working together. The project provides meals 
through out the day to support those whose parents are on low income and also receive free school meals.  
It is needed because it gives an alternative to young people being on the streets, and removing the threat of them being exploited and 
driven into gun and knife crime. According to a leading report quoted by the Evening Standard, young people are most vulnerable 
during school holidays when they have nothing to do. This project ensures that there is a structure and purpose to their day and helps 
to keep them safe. It also benefits the community as some of the local people are given work experience working with the project. For 
disadvantaged families it provides a safe and welcoming environment for their children. It also have the intended benefit of reducing 
unsocial behaviour in the area through young understanding and respecting boundaries learning to take responsibility for their 
actions.  

 £
5,000.00 

734914 Link Age 
Southwark 

Communities 
Reducing Social 
Isolation for Older 
People 

We are seeking funds to recruit, induct, support and retain 10 volunteers from the local community to provide volunteer transport and 
help to deliver four activity groups to benefit 60 older people in the Peckham and Nunhead CC Area.  
The groups are based in St. Mary’s Church, Peckham, Lime Tree House, Dundas Road, Harry Lamborn House on Gervase Street 
and Jack Jones House on Reedham Street.   All groups promote physical health through gentle exercise with an experienced tutor 
and provide mental stimulation, friendship and social interaction.  The groups at St. Mary's Church and Lime Tree House also do 
other activities such as quizzes, speakers and arts and crafts. Services are co-ordinated by paid staff but delivered by local volunteers 
from diverse backgrounds. Our co-ordinator recruits volunteers and matches their skills and availability to the location, needs and 
interests of our service users.  Our volunteer drivers provide escorted transport for those who can’t travel alone, ensuring that older 

 £
2,761.00 
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people are able to remain active and engaged in their community and can participate in activities outside the home. Older people are 
vulnerable to social isolation and loneliness as mobility reduces, health deteriorates and family and peers move away or die.  Over 
half of all older people consider television as their main form of company and 10% have contact with friends, family and neighbours 
less than once a month.  Loneliness brings risks of serious physical and mental health problems.  Our groups are the only social 
interactions that many of our users have outside the home. The average age of our users is 82 and over 20% are over 90 years old.  
Our groups reduce loneliness and isolation, improving quality of life and health and wellbeing. They promote mental stimulation, 
friendship and social interaction. Our work promotes a stronger, richer and age-friendly local community.  

734488 Little People's 
World 

LPW Half term and 
Summer holiday 
events 

Little People’s World is a small voluntary group run by Parents and Carers volunteers in the Peckham and Nunhead locality. LPW 
provide services and activities which promotes the wellbeing of parents, carers and their children of ages 0-8 years.  
The aim of this project is to provide activities every half term- February, Easter and summer breaks to give families with young 
children an opportunity to participate and engage in activities that will contribute to and promote their social and economic well-being 
Working within the school and children’s centre community over the past few years has evidenced that quite a few families because 
of their vulnerability (through isolation, mental health and lack of financial resources); do not have the capacity or opportunity to attend 
activities during the holiday period.  Although there are services like the children’s centres, social services and health- visiting that 
does support families, there is a lack of projects and resources that they can refer families into. Little People’s world will therefore link 
up with other services to promote, sign post and support families during the holidays. 
The benefits include the following:  
1. Reduce the level of safeguarding issues that tend to arise.
2. Build up the self-esteem of young children who will then feel more confident when they return to school or the children’s centre
after the holidays. 
3. Ensure that safety and wellbeing is maintained even during the holidays.
4. Provide opportunities for volunteers to develop their skills and increase their chances of employability.
The project aims to reach approximately 80 families with activities including sports and games, arts and crafts, music and dance, face 
painting, healthy cooking and eating.  

 £
2,000.00 

734970 Livesey 
Exchange 

Power Project Power Project exists to strengthen gender equality in the workplace.  The project began through a conversation between PemPeople, 
Maya Alvarado and James Green. Power Project is a workshop that invites residents of the Ledbury Estate and the surrounding area 
to learn core-making skills, such as picture hanging, furniture repair and shelf installation. Making will take place at the Livesey 
Exchange on a three-hour weekly basis culminating in a collaborative exhibition at PemPeople on Peckham High Street. Power 
Project will directly benefit the residents of the Ledbury Estate while the wider community are also invited to enrol in courses. All 
participants will be eligible for membership to the Livesey Exchange Tool Library. We aim to interact with 100 local residents during 
the funding phase while establishing the Tool Library as an on-going community resource. Within our Phase One (6 month) period, 
we aim to host 18 workshops with 8-12 participants. Phase two will be a launch of a Webshop, Material Database and  Tool Library. 
These will be accessed through a subsidised membership that acts as the primary revenue stream for Power Project.  
Initiatives like Pecan’s Ignition Programme prepare and teach people how to package their skills for future employment. Power 
Project workshops provide tangible experiences imparting simple and effective skills that imbue confidence in an experienced and 
supportive environment. PemPeople, What If Projects and STORE CIC. have all been instrumental in providing resource and space 

 £
5,000.00 
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whilst groups including Fearless Futures and Peckham Platform have expressed an interest and are part of a continuing dialogue for 
sourcing members and supporting workshops. Fearless Futures see the potential for Power Project to act as an application of the 
work they with young women to challenge stereotypes and lead change. 

724605 Look Ahead Wellbeing Club This project would aim to encourage and facilitate a regular activity schedule that our customers can attend to improve their 
wellbeing. Joe Richards House is a complex needs 24/7 supported housing scheme in which we support those who have experienced 
homelessness, mental health issues, substance misuse issues and a criminal behaviour try to re-join the community and improve 
their independent living skills. 
It is our aim to promote wellbeing and positive activities within the local community to encourage our customers to spend their time 
meaningfully, socialise with others in a positive way and improve confidence. If our customers are enabled to feel part of society and 
their local community after a period of feeling isolate, we believe they will be further inclined to contribute to the community, omit less 
crime in the local area and also be shown that others see them as people and not as a social reject. The money applied for would pay 
for the regular funding of this club that could be held once fortnightly, activities within the local community would include group trips to 
the cinema, to local cafes, to museums, to the gym/swimming pool and picnics in local parks. The money would pay for group travel 
for those on very low incomes or with physical disabilities, for refreshments and for entry to any particular places that require entry 
fees. 

 £
5,000.00 

732619 Nunhead's 
Voice 

Older Peoples 
Celebration Day 

We aim to achieve an event where older people have an enjoyable, memorable day with an opportunity to network and meet with 
people and find out what is available for them in their local community. We also want to give people an opportunity to to have their 
say in what is happening in the area in which they live and express any concerns they may have about the services provided to them. 
There is a large elderly population in Nunhead and this will enable Nunhead's Voice to understand what the organisation needs to 
provide for the older people in their catchment area. 

 £
1,000.00 

734535 Nunhead's 
Voice 

The Ivy Club The Ivy Club (formerly Sunshine Club) was established in April 2016 to provide promote the social, mental and physical wellbeing of 
older people living in Nunhead. We aim to improve keep mind and body healthy to promote a higher quality of life. Based at The 
Green Community Centre, we offer a diverse regular weekly programme of activities and events.  
According to 2011 census figures, there are 1,670 people over the age of 60 living in Nunhead. Since the closure of the previous 
community centre, there had been no active group for older Nunhead residents , whose needs were unmet. The Ivy Club was set up 
in response to feedback gathered through consultation on the needs of the local area that the community centre should address.  
The mainstay of our weekly programme is six hour social drop-in session. This offers a welcoming space to meet friends (old and 
new) over a cup of tea, enjoy board games, card games and lively chat. Members of the club have started a knitting and crochet 
circle. The day ends with a regular bingo session. During the year we have expanded the programme to offer further classes, 
responding to feedback. We now have weekly chair-based fitness sessions to promote healthy, active lifestyles. A weekly beginners’ 
ukulele class offers the chance to be a bit creative and learn something new! We are looking to introduce new activities in 2017. 
These include a monthly, intergenerational coffee morning, bringing together parents, carers and young children with older club 
members – helping bring the community together and build respect for elders amongst the young. We hope it will also help fill the gap 
for those who are not able to see their own grandchildren / grandparents regularly. We are also looking at offering relaxation and 
mindfulness classes to promote wellbeing. 

 £
4,946.00 
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727528 Peckham & 
Nunhead Free 
Film Festival 

Peckham & 
Nunhead Free Film 
Festival 

There were 71,552 residents estimated to be living in the Peckham and Nunhead Community Council area when the latest Census 
was conducted on 27th March 2011. Peckham and Nunhead has the highest proportion of benefit claimants in the Borough (17%) 
and this is above the national average of 14%. The free film events are accessible to everyone in the community. They enable 
families and groups of friends to experience an occasion together for free, whatever their incomes. Cinema ticket process have risen 
over 25% in the past 5 years and gone far above inflation over the past 30. The cost of taking a family of four to the cinema which 
may be £50 or more and taking the same family to a similar outdoor film experience run by a commercial company would cost around 
£90.   
Set up in 2010 Peckham and Nunhead Free Film Festival is as much about community as it is about film. Using the power of film to 
cross boundaries, raise awareness and bring people together. The festival is entirely run by volunteers with a commitment to the 
SE15 area. Our events allow people to discover new community venues and resources too, watch a film in a park, shop, car park or 
community space is an opportunity to experience that venue in a whole new way, alongside other people to celebrate SE15.Our aims 
are: 
• Community cohesion and engagement: bringing together a wide range of local residents and local groups (reflecting the diverse
demographic of the area) through film screenings 
• Skills development: to run projection workshops and filmmaking events
• Intergenerational working: to promote intergenerational working by bringing together people of different ages with a shared interest
in films and filmmaking 
• Support local filmmaking talent: creating opportunities for filmmakers to reach wider audiences
We achieve an audience capacity of 3 - 4,000 people a year though events over 10 days in September. 

 £
10,475.00 

734971 Peckham Coal 
Line w 
FoCP&KNR 

Communiti-Tea 
Party 

To further engage the community in Peckham Coal Line, (a project supported by all 
sectors of the community via their funding to date for the feasibility study). We will organise a Spring, Summer, Autumn & Winter 
events. In the Kirkwood Reserve, (very popular site, which many do not know of), introducing the local environment with it benefits to 
all. We aim to involve local residents including those in the Sheltered housing,(often excluded) to skill-share with the community. 
Talking of their lives in the area and encouraging all to join in.  
Everyone will be invited to contribute at the final event which will include also face painting, music (provided by local residents), circus 
skills, Tea and Beer Tent, (Coal Line cakes, Coal Line beer,) Pickling Penny(foraging) Bee Urban, Woodcraft Group, John Donne 
Choir. Bug Hunts, plant sales, Coal Line walks and bike rides: Something for everyone. Peckham companies are involved linking 
residents with local businesses, providing safe places in the open is essential for the health of the community. We plan to run the 
project from April with the final event in August/September  
Benefits include getting to know each other. We have success in bringing the diverse groups together. Giving people a safe place to 
learn and share their skills. New projects spring up form these collaborations. eg Grow the Line, Forage bike rides. 

 £
2,400.00 

734917 PemPeople Screen Printing 
Workshops 

The project aims to help members of local community gain confidence, learn new skills and understand the processes involved in 
Screen printing T-Shirts and bags. This will be achieved by running 4 day workshops over the course of 4 consecutive weekends and 
or week night sessions of 4 - 6 hours. At the end of the intensive course each participant will have a thorough understanding of how to 
take an image from idea to product through the use of:  
Photo editing and graphic design software 

 £        
5,000.00 
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Preparing a screen 
Exposing an image 
Screen wash out 
Printing techniques and best practice 
Choice of garment 
Advanced printing techniques. 
Screen cleaning / reclamation 
The workshops will be low cost and discounted for those who are struggling financially. 
After the course all participants will have the skills necessary to allow them to print unsupervised - this will enable them to join a print 
studio and create their own designs / products 

734269 Southwark 
Legends 
(Legends 
Academy) 

Basketball in the 
Community 

Southwark Legends Basketball is one of the few remaining community basketball programs in the country that is not connected to a 
School or an Academy. We provide an environment where young people in the community can come together and get the opportunity 
to develop various life skills through using the sport of basketball as an engaging tool. 
Growing up in Southwark, the coaching and development team have seen the barriers that a lot of young people face, however, we 
have also seen how sports has played a big part in giving young people a positive direction in the community. We understand that 
there are maybe two other basketball programs in the community that offer basketball initiatives however, where we are not 
connected to a school, we provide an opportunity for those young people who might not have been given an opportunity to play in 
School or their College.  We are community focused, we involve and support parents, we liaise with schools, we take the young 
people on educational and employment programs and we offer workshops around character development, nutrition, sex education, 
first aid and much more. 
We believe that a minimum of 40 young people will benefit from our project on a weekly basis. The project was identified and will be 
defined by individuals that live and grew up in the community and have seen the positive impact of this initiative and the strides it has 
made over the years.  The project will offer a one to one mentoring program through volunteers who have grown up in the community 
and are now employed in different walks of professional life and with the passion, desire and ability to impart and relate to present 
challenges. We also have academia links overseas where young people can access as an option for further education. 

 £
6,044.00 

723486 Southwark 
Woodcraft 

FOOD, FIT and 
FUN 

The project is about engaging children and teenagers in an understanding of food - for their own fitness and health, for the wider local 
community including those who use food banks and for world sustainability. 

 £
2,000.00 

734975 The Salvation 
Army 

Coffee Space / The 
Feast / Oasis 

We are seeking to support three community projects that we run, all of which are aimed at support our local community, fostering 
community inclusion and cohesion, and providing support for vulnerable persons. 
Coffee Space, which launches in March 2017, will be a weekly community coffee shop run on a social enterprise model with quality 
and affordability being key. The space will be comfortable and relaxing, incorporating soft play for little ones. All turnover is put back 
into our local projects. The Feast, is a free three-course meal, on Tuesday evenings for those who are homeless, nearly homeless or 
facing financial difficulties. Our team offer a listening ear, a friendly face and support in helping people gain access to services.  
Oasis is a community social group focussing on education, quality food, friendship and fun. It is mainly elderly and isolated persons 
who access the service.  

 £
5,390.00 
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734175 Theatre 
Peckham 

Young peoples 
creative arts 
showcase 

The aim of the project is to work with groups of hard to reach students many of whom have been identified as presenting 
challenging behaviours.  Theatre Peckham will lead a series of weekly workshops in 5 Peckham/Nunhead schools – 100+ 
children and 5 Dulwich Schools. Using drama, music, dance and literature to explore the theme of community and what 
being part of it means to them. This will give the children an outlet for their expression and creativity and allow them to gain 
important transferrable life skills such as tenacity, resilience and team work. Subsequently, reducing the risk of exclusions, 
disenfranchisement, antisocial behaviours and territorial rivalries between schools.  The title of the project will be ‘Made in 
Southwark’ each session will be led by a practitioner and an assistant who will facilitate and develop the children’s ideas to 
devise a series of performances that will champion their ideas and depict their interpretations of the theme. Having met with 
the coordinator of Southwark’s Pupil Development Centre and evidence from the evaluation of the successful Black History 
Month Project funded by Southwark this year. A need to develop the children’s confidence, self-esteem, aspirations, focus, 
motivation, communication skills, building meaningful relationships, team work and has been identified. This project will 
link representatives and children from the respective schools to ensure that it reflects their academic focuses. Participants 
will be given the opportunity to come together and perform at partner schools, community events and showcase their skills 
in diverse settings.  As a finale to the project all of the groups will be invited to come together and perform in a series of 
showcases at Theatre Peckham’s new theatre. These shows will be open to the wider community and will help to dispel 
some of the anxieties that often surround young people from the inner cities. 

 £
9,150.00 

733908 Westminster 
house youth 
club 

bridging the gap We are trying to bring older and younger people in the community together and also to equip young people with skills to make them 
responsible citizens. There is a mistrust between the generations which we have started to address and we want to build on the 
positive relationships that have started to emerge between the club members and older people by continuing our lunch events. We 
want to continue to deliver wheelchair sports.  contact with older residents has enchained young peoples understanding of disability 
as many are wheelchair users and or have Alzheimer's, etc. we want to continue to raise awareness of disability issues for our young 
people Additionally we want to develop programme to give our young people leadership and group skills which will in turn make them 
better citizens. We plan to run an outdoor activities residential trip for 40 young people and also to offer purposeful holiday activities to 
occupy young people at times of greatest risk for young people becoming involved in the criminal justice system, either as victims or 
as perpetrators. 

 £
5,000.00 

734867 Women in Film 
SE15 

Screenwriting and 
short filmmaking 
workshop 

The aims of the screen writing/filmmaking workshop are to give women and girls within the local community the opportunity and 
collaborative environment of writing a film script, plan a  short  film and learn filming techniques that might prove to be otherwise 
inaccessible in terms of cost and location. The project will aim to attract a diverse cross section of the Peckham and Nunhead 
community. It will support and encourage the women in the community who may feel isolated, connecting with community groups for 
attendees e.g. Nunhead's' Voice, Brayard's Estate, Peckham Vision, The Southwark Day Centre For Asylum Seekers.  There will be 
up to 20 people benefiting from the project and beyond the immediate workshop there will be opportunities for the wider community in 
terms of a further screening of the film. The end project would be screened as part of a community event during the Nunhead and 
Peckham Free Film Festival. The project was conceived of by the members of the Women in Film Collective who were wishing to 
replicate the success of a workshop undertaken in 2013. Similar projects that exist currently, include the wider groups of film 
collectives who actively promote girls and women into the film industry but from a less focused community base.  The difference of 
this project resides in its local specificity, meeting the needs of a more diverse section of the population.  

 £
1,000.00 
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734578 12th 
Camberwell 
Scout Group 

Purchase of new 
camping equipment 

Each year we camp for more than 20 nights and we need a new marquee to help us camp at all the different times of the year. We 
are a very traditional Group with all the children (Cubs between 8 - 10 ½ years, and Scouts aged 10-15) will plan their own menus 
and do all their own cooking over outside wood fires and washing-up in the marquee - in addition it provides all our storage space. It 
can also be used as Indoor Games area when the weather is bad or when we need to eat under cover. Cub and Scout camps are 
excellent at helping children with different backgrounds to meet and work together. They quickly realise the benefits of sharing their 
talents and experiences. As Scout Leaders are volunteers, costs are kept to a minimum, so Scout Groups can give opportunities to 
children who could not otherwise afford them. Hence our fundraising is very limited and without support we could never afford to 
replace our last tent. 

 £            500.00 

734439 1WayForward I'MPOSSIBLE To give Young People aged 16 - 24 opportunity to have a better chance in life: This project will improve the lives of young people who 
are disadvantaged, socially excluded and/or NEET, to experience a healthier concept of self, realise their true potential, set and 
achieve their goals and have a platform where their achievements are accredited and/or recognised.   This project will definitely go a 
long way in transforming as well as improving the lives of the participants. Build Stronger Communities: As a result of this project 
young people from different backgrounds and communities will form bonds with one another, which could be a step towards solving 
their problems.  We encourage networking as part of the project and as the youths network with one another, ideas and partnerships 
could be born.  They could end up working on joint ventures thereby strengthening the community, forming strong bonds and 
facilitating social cohesion.  They could even become peer mentors to other young people in the community. Healthier and more 
Active People and Communities: By actually making out time to come on this project, young people who are normally found loitering 
on street corners and/or participating in gang activity; revolving in a palliative rather than a curative existence,  will be taking a step 
towards living a healthier life.  As most young people who will be attending the project have never worked together before, these 
meetings will encourage respect, peer support and working together. 

 £      14,440.00 

by email 
pdf 

4WDNUP Identity in 
Community Project 

A 1 week project aimed mainly at African and Caribbean youth and parents to raise identity awareness and the issues that cloud the 
community due to the lack self-worth, which has led to self-hatred. Such as, black and black crime, low self-esteem, not seeing the 
positive attributes within themselves and the community they aim to school in, live in, work in and socialise in. This project will allow 
other organisations to talk and deliver workshops to the community, that aim to lift black self-worth. 4WDUP Will collaborate with the 
Hair-loom Project that does workshops about loving and appreciating the history of African and Caribbean hair. I will also introduce a 
Story-Teller group from the Caribbean who encourages the group to be involved by using drums and adding some further dialogue to 
the story. 4wdnup also will lead a workshop where they will begin a journal with creative writing, to encourage words of self-value and 
later perform to an audience. Additionally, they will be introduced to other black business who will give a talk of their struggle and 
successful journey.  

 £         5,000.00 

729544 Aaina Womens 
Group 

Aerobics for Mental 
Health & Handi 
Craft 

Our Project is trying to achieve aerobic classes and handy craft for the vulnerable women in our community. our aim is to target 15/20 
women in the local area who are suffering from depression , insecurities, loneliness etc.  Women have approached us that they would 
like to have a women's only aerobic class which will be sensitive to their needs. For example women only , small group , they can 
speak in their language etc. We are they only women's group in Southwark that is run by only women. we are hoping to run one 
aerobic and one handy craft class every week over 10 months. This will help the women to become motivated  and long term will help 
with their physical health and mental health. 

 £         4,475.00 
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733952 Ascension Trust 
- Southwark 
Street Pastors 

Southwark Street 
Pastors 

Southwark Street Pastors is a response to neighbourhood problems of the 21st century, with a growth in crime, anti-social behaviour 
and dramatic rise in the numbers of teenagers carrying and using knives and guns. Bringing the Church into partnership with other 
agencies we work in practical ways for peace, safer streets, investment in the lives of young and vulnerable people, and other 
community members at night. The street pastor gets to know people in the community building relationships to find out their needs 
and help; caring, listening, helping. A street pastor is willing to engage people where they are, in terms of their thinking and location. 
Southwark has 28 street pastors [recruiting at  least 12 additional]; patrolling  Peckham Area to Camberwell Green, New Kent Road to 
Elephant and  Castle Borough High Street to London Bridge to Tower Bridge, Borough Market, Walworth Road, Old Kent Road. 
Teams  patrol streets and visit pubs, night clubs/parties locality and build relationships. E.g. shop keepers, business, families, local 
police, door staff, youth clubs.  Street pastor’s is develops a dialogue with people, listening and gaining knowledge and responding to 
local concerns.  Their main role is to make themselves available, especially to young people, helping them to move into positive 
endeavours.  On a typical night, Street pastors will: • Engage in situations which are at risk of escalating into angry/violent 
confrontations • Pick up bottles and broken glass • Administer basic first aid • Give out water, flip flops, lolly pops, space blankets etc. 
• Assist people to get home safely • Support those who are vulnerable • Provide information and reassurance • Signpost to other
agencies • Call ambulance service and police as required and where appropriate work together • Build relationships with key 
agencies, businesses, police and community members  

 £         2,413.00 

730577 Aylesbury 
EveryWoman's 
Centre 

Southwark Every 
Woman's Centre 

Southwark Every Woman's Centre is a safe space in which women from diverse ethnical backgrounds come together to meet new 
people, improve their English skills and learn new employability skills in order to have a more independent life. 
The beneficiaries for this projects are migrant women and women from all ethnic minority groups who live in Southwark. These 
women groups face several challenges and find themselves in disadvantaged positions in relation to their access to the labour 
market. This leads to increased vulnerability and poor quality of life for the women and their families.  Across England there are 
complex variations in levels of labour market participation and achievement among women from ethnic minority groups. Many face 
barriers to learning, gaining qualifications, and finding and progressing within employment. Muslim women - mainly those from 
Pakistan and Bangladesh - have the highest rates of economic inactivity and unemployment, and suffer the greatest employment 
penalty of any ethnic group.   
Therefore, in order to address these issues, the centre focus on improving their independence and tackling such barriers by creating 
opportunities to: Improve language and communication skills; Increase social support network; Gain new knowledge and information 
about services available; Acquire a better understanding of the local culture; Gain new employability and life skills (sewing)  
We offer ESOL classes, advice sessions, and sewing classes focused on employment. for those who complete their course and 
would like to create their own business, we provide specialised support on business start- up, supporting the women throughout the 
process of starting their own venture. The Centre own over 35 domestic sewing machines and 3 industrial overclock-  each students 
has their individuals machine to learn in the class. In this application we are requesting financial support for the Sewing class element 
of the project. 

 £         5,000.00 

733939 Bells Gardens 
Estate TR&A 

Step up & Step In Community Cohesion, Engagement, Constructive Activities to motivate & stimulate the community and be a community that offers 
innovative projects.. Offering tools through classes that have residents participation, encouragement, support and physical& mental  
stimulation.  Through the previous programs funded we have been able to have a continuous engagement with  residents and 
promote well being. Also creating a strong health awareness and exercise regime for the youth and adults alike. 

 £         2,100.00 
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734445 Brayards Estate 
Tenants & 
residents 
Association 

#NAME? The idea is to promote and develop health and well being to create community cohesion, break down any barriers, and encourage 
participation in sport activities for all. To reach an awareness of diverse cultures: encouraging social inclusion for all. 
The project will engage with the local and wider community who are at risk of a poor educational attainment, and are also at the risk 
of offending and experiencing social or emotional isolation.  
This shall be done through a sports day event run by Golden events which will promote other activities run by BETRA, it’s a tool to 
encourage participation in our projects and our new hoped for sport projects such as "Tennis for Adults and Children." 
All activities at the sport day event will promote health and education. 
Plus a series of new community activities that will be run by freelance tutors healthy cooking, gardening and arts and sport activities 
run by volunteers tennis and football. 
The projects will challenge and encourage new skills. Through the project we expect to reach over 500 people and have at least 400 
attend project activities.  
The project was developed through consulting with the local community at Brayards Estate TRA community meetings and one to one 
meetings with local people. We found that especially local elderly and children want to be taught new sports, crafts, gardening, 
healthy eating, and how to grow organic food. 
It’s recognized all will benefit from Exercise, healthy eating, awareness of weight issues. We need Educational visits and creative 
activities for all. It helps with their mobility previous isolation and their present state of poor health  
Brayards Estate Market Garden is of benefit and six local people are attending on an organic Masters Course which will link with 
project activities through healthy food being grown and cooked on activities.   

 £4.592.00 

730707 Congo Peace 
Fund 

Media workshop The charity is planning to run series of basic training and workshop sessions in Media filming and lifestyle skills support which will 
encourage, motivate young people aged 16 -25 years and creative thinking in video production and graphics design industry as at the 
same time offering skills development for young filmmaker and those want to access opportunity in this areas. 
The workshop will give young people an experience of production skills and knowledge in filming, video editing and music video 
technology, leaning to use digital camera, photography and video software. The young people will be able to develop teamwork, 
communication skills and gain opportunity for employment or future education.  
Young people will have access to practice skills in public meetings E.g. Southwark Council and others. The workshops will assist 
youth to develop personal confidence, motivation, self awareness and personal career planning. 
The idea is to focus on education, youth employment skills and the safety issues which affect youth and contribute to knife and gun 
carrying culture which seems to be growing within the community. 
We will work to encourage and contribute to the many positive activities and achievements of young people, and recognising that 
young people activities frequently contribute to safety anxieties in communities as well as engage the old people, this will help to 
promote an intergenerational between the old and young within our community.  
Fund will spend on: 
• Venue Hiring over 40 weeks for workshop and support ( One evening and weekend for 2 hours each)
• Buying 3 digital camera equipment for workshop
• Insurance and volunteer expense
The workshop session will be delivering by volunteers who have experience and skills in Media and filming industry. Each volunteer 

 £         4,889.00 
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will attend training and use their training skills to provide regular support to youth who cant access opportunity and help them to 
achieve goals/ targets 

735023 Faces in Focus Therapeutic Groups 
and Family Therapy 

We will provide therapeutic and recovery groups for children and young people aged 11-25 plus family therapy sessions. The groups 
and family therapy will be an extension to our one to one counselling service. The groups will cover things such as anxiety, 
depression, bullying, gang related issues and avoidance, forced marriage, abusive relationships, drug and alcohol abuse, family 
problems all of which are issues which can be positively dealt with in a group work setting. There is a real need for therapeutic groups 
and family therapy to be available for people in the 11-25 age range, particularly those who do not meet the strict requirements for 
NHS and other statutory services. The local community will benefit from extended access to therapeutic groups delivered at an early 
stage, providing a positive and beneficial intervention and so, for many, avoiding problems later on in life. 

 £         5,000.00 

734305 FC Jéan Té Lé FC Jéan Té Lé Fc Jéan Té Lé promotes virtues and uses Football as a tool to engage and build relationships with children, young people and their 
parents. Through regular contact, Fc Jéan Té Lé is able to discourse social and community issues such as anti-social behaviour, 
crime, drug misuse, general health and well-being, education and encourages proactive parenting and positive participation of its 
users within the community. If young people need extra support we work closely with the families and a group called Mentivity, who 
are also working to improve young people's futures. Fc Jéan Té Lé uses regular activity to provide consistent support and stability to 
members and develop a sense of cohesion within the community.  
Our aims are: 
• To provide a wide range of high quality football related activities
• To improve members sporting and educational attainment and raise their personal aspirations
• To provide long term assist & support to members participating beyond our grass root level activities i.e.
Trialist/Academy/Scholarship/Professional  
• To use an all-encompassing approach to our activities as a means to support and improve parents, children and young people’s
virtues, self-awareness, confidence, self-esteem and social and communication skills as well as health and well-being 
• To promote proactive parenting and active participation by parents and members
• To promote community cohesion and active citizenship and to raise awareness within the wider community of the real needs of
children and young people. 
Fc Jéan Té Lé charge a £20 monthly fee to each member. This covers weekly training sessions, matches and travel to and from 
matches. We need additional funds for volunteer development and football training equipment. We would also like to arrange some 
workshops with Mentivity. We want to be able to continue our role with young people in the community. 

 £         5,000.00 

734790 Friends of 
Warwick 
Gardens 

Bulbfest **Community Bulbfest: make Warwick Gardens a Destination** 
1. Warwick Gardens is a fantastic amenity, but lacks colour and would benefit from some "prettying up"!
2. We are relaunching Friends of Warwick Gardens and would to galvanise the group and attract new members through a community
project  
The Friends of WG consulted the community at Pexmas, and a floral display was the top on a list of improvements they would like to 
see.  

 £         4,220.00 
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People feel the Gardens would become a more interesting place and therefore visit more if it had flowers as well as trees.  
We have consulted Will Walpole in the parks department, who firmly supports this plan.  
Therefore we propose to gather the community to plant drifts of bulbs for year round colour: purchased by the neighbourhood fund.  
Having consulted with Will, we discussed two tranches of bulbs, spring planting "in the green" for bluebells and snowdrops and 
autumn/winter planting for tulips/alliums.  
The snowdrops and bluebells would be sited in the wooded area at the bottom of the park with the other bulbs to form a natural 
gradient of planting from the hedgerow which was planted some years back, along the trainline. According to ecologists this "natural 
gradient" planting creates maximum biodiversity - and given our park is already a Green Flag location AND an international 
destination for insect life, this will add further interest and habitats.  
Long term, this plan will create additional areas of "no maintenance/ mowing" and therefore reduce maintenance costs.  
The bulbs would be planted by volunteers using tools provided by Southwark (as discussed with Will). This will present a fantastic 
opportunity to get the community together, get them talking and caring for the park.  
A small tranche of the money will be used to communicate the event with posters and provide volunteer refreshments. 

734840 GLOT 
FASHION 
SEWING 
WORKSHOP 

Dress making and 
Sewing Skills 

Glot Fashion Workshop is a Fashion Design and sewing workshop. 
It provides dressmaking, Sewing Skills and Textile Design training through embedded learning, particularly for people living in North 
of Southwark and Bermondsey area, who would otherwise not leave their homes and be isolated. 
This training is particularly beneficial for people who would otherwise, not have the opportunity to develop basic skills in dressmaking 
and gain confidence and the ability to support their families and themselves or share their valuable experiences with others. 
Why it is needed: 
There is no other provider of this kind of opportunity in this area 
Southwark Borough in general is a very economically, deprived area with a high level of unemployment and economically inactive 
groups. Many of the families in this area are on low paid and having difficulties in finding an affordable source of traditional dress and 
has been denied the chance to learn the specialist techniques due to family, educational and social circumstances. Most of them 
English is their second language and therefore have difficulties in reading and understanding the conventional dress making patterns 
and are lost. 
 Glot Fashion Workshop care passionately about helping people to be creative and bring out their hidden talent therefore it will 
teaches freehand cutting techniques (sewing with out pattern) 

 £         4,640.00 

733059 Gloucester 
Grove Estate 
TMO 

Community Art at 
Gloucester Grove 

Art is not always associated with an inner city London estate like Gloucester Grove.  Working in partnership with Art4Space, the TMO 
has aims to achieve the following: 
1. To increase the understanding of art amongst residents through the use of design, tile/ceramic and mosaic work.
2. To encourage all residents to collaborate on a mutual project that will directly enhance their environment.
3 Reduce worklessness amongst youth and working age groups. 
4. To stimulate and realise the potential creative value through experienced teaching and facilitating.
5. To transform the atmosphere of the allocated spaces with vibrant interactive mosaics.

 £         7,793.00 
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733517 Gloucester 
Grove Estate 
TMO 

Christmas Festive 
Lunch for Seniors at 
Gloucester Grove 
2017 

Amongst the TMO's residents are a healthy group of elderly residents who will benefit from this special Christmas lunch leading up to 
Christmas day 25 December 2017.  It allows for a focus to be placed on this group within our community - at a time when some are 
unlikely to have loved one's around them for the festive celebrations. 

 £         2,540.00 

733659 Gloucester 
Grove Estate 
TMO 

Gloucester Grove 
Estate Fun Day 
Event 

The annual fun day at Gloucester Grove Estate is an opportunity to bring together residents on the estate from varying backgrounds 
to celebrate summer and to be part of one family.  Its an opportunity to share the community successes during the course of the year.  
Other providers are invited to attend the fun day allowing for access to a wider network of residents e.g. health and wellbeing; credit 
union. 

 £         2,800.00 

734065 Gloucester 
Grove Estate 
TMO 

Summer Thames 
cruise for senior 
residents 

This project aims to keep senior residents on the estate as active/mobile as possible with the support of the TMO.  It will ensure the 
group of residents learn about changes over the years along the river Thames - educational. 

 £         1,100.00 

734984 Gloucester 
Grove Estate 
TMO 

International Trip to 
France and Belgium 

The TMO aims to organise a subsidised trip to France and Belgium with the trip accessible to members of the Gloucester Grove 
Estate community as well as communities immediately nearby.  It affords members of our communities an opportunity to experience a 
different environment and culture which they will otherwise would not be able to afford. 

 £         1,100.00 

734844 Good Health 
Wealth Org 

Community 
Abundance 

What Community Cultivation is going to continue doing in 2017 is connecting and helping single people aged between 40 and 70 with 
or approaching chronic illnesses to better health. We use our out-reach programme from GP's,  Libraries and community gardens to 
target those that will benefit mostly from our programmes. We facilitate our members firstly with placing them if not already in pop up 
and community gardens in Bermondsey and Rotherhithe. We offer all our members a free online course FoodCures168 that enables 
them to learn about the best foods to help them to physical betterment. We encourage online connection to other members via social 
media and other online platforms so that our message can reach other within their friendship group to come aboard. The main 
benefits for our members to have a positive impact on the mental and physical benefits of the residents in Southwark with chronic 
illnesses we even target people who may want to take on a more preventative stance. We feel that this programme is important to 
enable personal betterment and knowledge because we also connect our members as an incentive with other appropriate services 
once their stats improve. We also tackle isolation by running a batch cookery club Karmic Kitchen where we give our members the 
opportunity to cook healthily together sharing the meals and freezing them for personal use therefore adding variety and building on 
knowledge about which foods might best serve them. To round off our programme we run a product design course called Karmic 
Pantry which encourages our members to design, produce and make food products that incorporate most of the knowledge they've 
learnt with us. We will sell these at farmers and community markets enabling us to foster at local level on going community 
abundance and programme sustainability. 

 £         6,040.00 

730182 HOurBank All Saints 
Community Cafe 

All Saints Community Café is a joint initiative from HOurBank and All Saints, that develops community and integration among 
marginalised people. The Café is held at All Saints, Peckham and engages local residents, offering them free refreshments. Though 
everyone is welcome whatever religion, ethnicity, age etc; we target isolated groups such as pensioners, the homeless and those on 
low-income. We also work with CAP who provide debt advice. 
The aim of the cafe is to marry All Saints foothold in the community with HOurBank’s time-banking system that builds relationships by 
using people’s time and skills as currency. The Southwark Health Summary 2013 categorises low well-being levels as “a high burden” 

 £         5,000.00 
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to Southwark and “worsening”, and timebanks across the UK have a proven track record in “reducing isolation, improving the health 
and well-being of older people and building stronger communities”. (Give and Take, 2014. Boyle and Bird.)  
Since June 2015, we've been attending the café and have seen regular attendance. Many HOurBank members attend and others 
from the church and cafe have now joined the HOurBank, the majority live alone or in hostels.  
We are seeking funding to develop the success of this café. We would like to introduce new sessions in the cafe routine, providing 
interactive discussions on healthy eating, budgeting, winter-awareness and exercise, among others topics, as well as afford us new 
opportunities to reach the isolated around Peckham. Additionally, we’d like to develop our relationships with local projects such as 
Age UK, Advising London, and the CABx to create more tailored support for our attendants, however we currently do not have 
capacity to do this. 

733904 iichild Enterprise Against 
Crime 

Enterprise Against Crime aim is to provide options during the school holidays for children and young people through, entrepreneurial 
activities, educational trips and outings and improving their networking skills through working together. The project provides meals 
through out the day to support those whose parents are on low income and also receive free school meals.  
It is needed because it gives an alternative to young people being on the streets, and removing the threat of them being exploited and 
driven into gun and knife crime. According to a leading report quoted by the Evening Standard, young people are most vulnerable 
during school holidays when they have nothing to do. This project ensures that there is a structure and purpose to their day and helps 
to keep them safe.  
It also benefits the community as some of the local people are given work experience working with the project. For disadvantaged 
families it provides a safe and welcoming environment for their children. It also have the intended benefit of reducing unsocial 
behaviour in the area through young understanding and respecting boundaries learning to take responsibility for their actions.  

 £         5,000.00 

730672 Leaders of 
Tomorrow 

Leaders of 
Tomorrow (LOT) 

Leaders of Tomorrow (LOT)  
LOT is a leadership, enrichment and mentoring programme was established in 2002 to raise the academic achievements of children 
and young people; particularly those of African and Caribbean heritage by empowering them with unbridled opportunities. Through a 
combination of discipline, clear parameters and tough love, together with a passionate commitment and a close- knit family 
atmosphere, we seek in our weekly after school sessions to help young people grow in confidence, maturity, learn invaluable life 
skills, improve their school performance and compete effectively in the global market place.  
LOT aims to eradicate the stereotypes that so often define our young people. We confound, not conform to stereotypes. We are “anti 
MTV Base”, “anti-ghetto grammar” and other accoutrements of “Bling” culture. 
Our mission is therefore threefold: 
1) To help young people achieve in their personal, social and academic development
2) To broaden their cultural horizons beyond the confines of their inner city environment
3) To help them have a fully functioning moral compass
Key additional benefits/learning outcomes will also include: 
a) Continued improvement in attitude, behaviour and interpersonal skills
b) Gaining meaningful work experience and matching with highly successful professionals and business mentors

 £         5,000.00 
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d) Volunteering opportunities to support vulnerable peers in their respective schools
d) Participating in Youth Forum and Neighbourhood Community meetings
Through British Airways sponsorship, 8 leaders will attend the September 2017 Black MBA Business Education conference in 
Philadelphia to further develop their leadership skills. LOT training will benefit at least 50 young people. We want to build on 2015/216 
successes whereby 18 young leaders attend the Business Education conferences in Orlando and New Orleans. Two were also 
awarded scholarships to attend Westminster Independent school and Rugby College. 

735032 Lindley Tenants 
& Residents 
Association 

Connecting 
Generations 

Our project aims to connect younger and older people who  are the two groups most affected by ageist attitudes and marginalisation 
in our community. The evidence shows that they feel they are widely portrayed in a negative light; face multiple barriers to services 
and feel isolated. Our project will enable older and younger residents to positively contribute  to building an active neighbourhood; 
reduce levels of crime and fear of crime and improve the well-being of both generations 

 £         2,500.00 

734488 Little People's 
World 

LPW Half term and 
Summer holiday 
events 

Little People’s World is a small voluntary group run by Parents and Carers volunteers in the Peckham and Nunhead locality. LPW 
provide services and activities which promotes the wellbeing of parents, carers and their children of ages 0-8 years. 
The aim of this project is to provide activities every half term- February, Easter and summer breaks to give families with young 
children an opportunity to participate and engage in activities that will contribute to and promote their social and economic well-being 
Working within the school and children’s centre community over the past few years has evidenced that quite a few families because 
of their vulnerability (through isolation, mental health and lack of financial resources); do not have the capacity or opportunity to attend 
activities during the holiday period.  Although there are services like the children’s centres, social services and health- visiting that 
does support families, there is a lack of projects and resources that they can refer families into. Little People’s world will therefore link 
up with other services to promote, sign post and support families during the holidays. 
The benefits include the following:  
1. Reduce the level of safeguarding issues that tend to arise.
2. Build up the self-esteem of young children who will then feel more confident when they return to school or the children’s centre
after the holidays. 
3. Ensure that safety and wellbeing is maintained even during the holidays.
4. Provide opportunities for volunteers to develop their skills and increase their chances of employability.
The project aims to reach approximately 80 families with activities including sports and games, arts and crafts, music and dance, face 
painting, healthy cooking and eating.  

 £         2,000.00 

734970 Livesey 
Exchange 

Power Project Power Project exists to strengthen gender equality in the workplace.  The project began through a conversation between PemPeople, 
Maya Alvarado and James Green. 
Power Project is a workshop that invites residents of the Ledbury Estate and the surrounding area to learn core-making skills, such as 
picture hanging, furniture repair and shelf installation. Making will take place at the Livesey Exchange on a three-hour weekly basis 
culminating in a collaborative exhibition at PemPeople on Peckham High Street. Power Project will directly benefit the residents of the 
Ledbury Estate while the wider community are also invited to enrol in courses. All participants will be eligible for membership to the 
Livesey Exchange Tool Library. We aim to interact with 100 local residents during the funding phase while establishing the Tool 
Library as an on-going community resource. Within our Phase One (6 month) period, we aim to host 18 workshops with 8-12 
participants. Phase two will be a launch of a Webshop, Material Database and  Tool Library. These will be accessed through a 

 £         5,000.00 
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subsidised membership that acts as the primary revenue stream for Power Project.  
Initiatives like Pecan’s Ignition Programme prepare and teach people how to package their skills for future employment. Power 
Project workshops provide tangible experiences imparting simple and effective skills that imbue confidence in an experienced and 
supportive environment. 
PemPeople, What If Projects and STORE CIC. have all been instrumental in providing resource and space whilst groups including 
Fearless Futures and Peckham Platform have expressed an interest and are part of a continuing dialogue for sourcing members and 
supporting workshops. Fearless Futures see the potential for Power Project to act as an application of the work they with young 
women to challenge stereotypes and lead change. 

724605 Look Ahead Wellbeing Club This project would aim to encourage and facilitate a regular activity schedule that our customers can attend to improve their 
wellbeing. Joe Richards House is a complex needs 24/7 supported housing scheme in which we support those who have experienced 
homelessness, mental health issues, substance misuse issues and a criminal behaviour try to re-join the community and improve 
their independent living skills.It is our aim to promote wellbeing and positive activities within the local community to encourage our 
customers to spend their time meaningfully, socialise with others in a positive way and improve confidence. 
If our customers are enabled to feel part of society and their local community after a period of feeling isolate, we believe they will be 
further inclined to contribute to the community, omit less crime in the local area and also be shown that others see them as people 
and not as a social reject. The money applied for would pay for the regular funding of this club that could be held once fortnightly, 
activities within the local community would include group trips to the cinema, to local cafes, to museums, to the gym/swimming pool 
and picnics in local parks. The money would pay for group travel for those on very low incomes or with physical disabilities, for 
refreshments and for entry to any particular places that require entry fees. 

 £         5,000.00 

733777 Oliver 
Goldsmith 
Estate Tenants 
and Residents 
Association 

Oliver Goldsmith 
Estate TRA Digital 
Centre 

We intend to use our TRA digital centre to offer free computer (internet, printing and telephone) facilities to residents on Oliver 
Goldsmith Estate. As you know many residents do not have internet access or landline access, which prevents them from contacting 
the council by phone or email. With a free land line and internet access, residents will be able to apply for jobs, contact the the council 
and print out official forms. 

 £         5,000.00 

727528 Peckham & 
Nunhead Free 
Film Festival 

Peckham & 
Nunhead Free Film 
Festival 

There were 71,552 residents estimated to be living in the Peckham and Nunhead Community Council area when the latest Census 
was conducted on 27th March 2011. Peckham and Nunhead has the highest proportion of benefit claimants in the Borough (17%) 
and this is above the national average of 14%. The free film events are accessible to everyone in the community. They enable 
families and groups of friends to experience an occasion together for free, whatever their incomes. Cinema ticket process have risen 
over 25% in the past 5 years and gone far above inflation over the past 30. The cost of taking a family of four to the cinema which 
may be £50 or more and taking the same family to a similar outdoor film experience run by a commercial company would cost around 
£90.  Set up in 2010 Peckham and Nunhead Free Film Festival is as much about community as it is about film. Using the power of 
film to cross boundaries, raise awareness and bring people together. The festival is entirely run by volunteers with a commitment to 
the SE15 area. Our events allow people to discover new community venues and resources too, watch a film in a park, shop, car park 
or community space is an opportunity to experience that venue in a whole new way, alongside other people to celebrate SE15.Our 
aims are: 

 £      10,475.00 
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• Community cohesion and engagement: bringing together a wide range of local residents and local groups (reflecting the diverse
demographic of the area) through film screenings 
• Skills development: to run projection workshops and filmmaking events
• Intergenerational working: to promote intergenerational working by bringing together people of different ages with a shared interest
in films and filmmaking 
• Support local filmmaking talent: creating opportunities for filmmakers to reach wider audiences
We achieve an audience capacity of 3 - 4,000 people a year though events over 10 days in September. 

734971 Peckham Coal 
Line w 
FoCP&KNR 

Communiti-Tea 
Party 

To further engage the community in Peckham Coal Line, (a project supported by all sectors of the community via their funding to date 
for the feasibility study). We will organise a Spring, Summer, Autumn & Winter events. In the Kirkwood Reserve, (very popular site, 
which many do not know of), introducing the local environment with it benefits to all. We aim to involve local residents including those 
in the Sheltered housing,(often excluded) to skill-share with the community. Talking of their lives in the area and encouraging all to 
join in. 
Everyone will be invited to contribute at the final event which will include also face painting, music (provided by local residents), circus 
skills, Tea and Beer Tent, (Coal Line cakes, Coal Line beer,) Pickling Penny(foraging) Bee Urban, Woodcraft Group, John Donne 
Choir. Bug Hunts, plant sales, Coal Line walks and bike rides: Something for everyone. Peckham companies are involved linking 
residents with local businesses, providing safe places in the open is essential for the health of the community. We plan to run the 
project from April with the final event in August/September  
Benefits include getting to know each other. We have success in bringing the diverse groups together. Giving people a safe place to 
learn and share their skills. New projects spring up form these collaborations. eg Grow the Line, Forage bike rides. 

 £         2,400.00 

734521 Peckham 
Platform 

Youth Platform 
Artists Studio 
Programme 

Peckham Platform has developed its pilot Youth Platform engagement project over the past year with considerable success.  The 
project has engaged a regular core group of up to 20 disadvantaged young people aged 13-19 who take part in bi-weekly, free arts-
led activities.  This has supported them to develop their own creative skills, given them experience of working with professional artists 
to create new artwork for public exhibition, and encouraged them to develop portfolios of their work. The project now has partnership 
support from University of the Arts London, supporting our aim to encourage more young people to go on to further creative study or 
employment in the sector.  From our feedback, we know this project is having an impact, but we also know the engagement with the 
young people requires sustained and consistent support.  To do this we want to be able to maintain and develop this unique 
programme so we can continue to give young people meaningful activity to develop their creative and employment potential. As a 
cultural organisation located in an area of high deprivation, we believe passionately that young people’s access to and engagement 
with creativity is vital. We also believe it is vital to the narrative of the gallery, the future of Southwark, and to wider cultural and social 
discourse.  This application is looking for support to take the programme into the next phase of its development.  In 2017 Peckham 
Platform makes a significant step change as it prepares to move into new premises after successfully winning the tender for the new 
gallery space in Peckham Square.  In the interim period, the organisation moves to temporary accommodation. To ensure continuity 
and maintain, support and extend our commitment to our young audiences, we want to rent a temporary space in a working artists 
studio complex, providing a real working environment in which to run and develop the programme. 

 £         5,000.00 
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734917 PemPeople Screen Printing 
Workshops 

The project aims to help members of local community gain confidence, learn new skills and understand the processes involved in 
Screen printing T-Shirts and bags. 
This will be achieved by running 4 day workshops over the course of 4 consecutive weekends and or week night sessions of 4 - 6 
hours. At the end of the intensive course each participant will have a thorough understanding of how to take an image from idea to 
product through the use of: 
Photo editing and graphic design software 
Preparing a screen 
Exposing an image 
Screen wash out 
Printing techniques and best practice 
Choice of garment 
Advanced printing techniques. 
Screen cleaning / reclamation 
The workshops will be low cost and discounted for those who are struggling financially. 
After the course all participants will have the skills necessary to allow them to print unsupervised - this will enable them to join a print 
studio and create their own designs / products 

 £         5,000.00 

735024 Pennack Road 
TRA 

Pennack Road The Pennack TRA committee in consultation with residents have identified activities that will be beneficial to the mental and physical 
wellbeing of our community as well as promoting community and building new relationships.  
We have identified the following:  
Education 
We have many residents and young people on the estate who are in need of numerical and literacy skills, and we want to offer a 
onsite course using our halls to deliver to our hard to reach residents. 
Health 
Residents have expressed a need for exercise classes such as Zumba, yoga, Pilates to be made available by the TRA. 
Both activities will help our residents and young people to interact with each other. 
Community Cohesion 
There is a need for our residents to meet not only for reporting of repairs but with general lifestyle and cultural issues- this can be best 
achieved through coffee mornings  in our refurbished hall   
Employment opportunities  
We would like to commission a local Beautician to teach beauty course to our unemployed single parents on our estate and young 
people to interact with each other 
We want to commissioning the Bankside Residents Forum who have links with Business and cultural entities in the in the industrial 
north of the Borough to connect  our young people and unemployed residents (who are feeling neglected and excluded in today's 
society) with industry and the cultural organisations. Bankside Residents Forum will also provide motivational speakers, business 
leaders from the north to inspire our young people. 

 £      10,000.00 50
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734198 Salem Academy 
of Music 

Salem-Peckham 
MusiCare 

Salem-Peckham MusiCare is designed to achieve the following:  
-Assisting in taking young people off the anti-social streets life through decreasing risky behaviour among them. 
-Improving the trainees’ self-confidence, self-discipline, motivation and independence. 
-Ensuring that they acquire certificate in music education. 
-Improving the cohesion relationship between young people and helping them to work together. 
-Enabling the young people to be of benefit to their communities through displaying of their talents and skills in musical concerts and 
community events. 
Why the Project is needed? 
Peckham neighbourhood are community with disadvantaged young people that suffer from social isolation and anti-social behaviour. 
According to Metropolitan Police, the crime rate in Peckham has increased from September 2016 (95) to October 2016 (112) 
http://maps.met.police.uk/ . This project will enhance breaking the barrier of social seclusion and anti-social behaviour among the 
young people by giving them a meaningful life. This will reduce the crime rate by engaging them in profitable musical training.  
More so, the need for this project has been gathered through feedback from the current users, parents and people in the community. 
The effective bonding and team work in the cause of the training will have a great impact on the trainees, their parents and the 
community at large.  
The social benefits to the Peckham community are enormous since we are able to profitably engage these young people and take 
them off street and crime in a very deprived area of Southwark. The trainees will demonstrate the learn skills on various musical 
instruments and voice production in musical concert, church services, community events etc.  Members of the community will be 
invited to attend such events, including local politicians. This will brings a form of socialising and networking within the trainees and 
the community. 

 £         4,000.00 

734225 Social Media 
QUEST4SUCC
ESS Ltd 

Inspiring Female 
DJs 

I aim to encourage, motivate and empower young women, to consider hobbies or careers in music via DJing through a series of DJ 
workshops.  The goal is to facilitate, nurture and teach them the fundamentals and mentality of Deejaying and working in a male 
dominated industry.  
The targets are as follows:   
1. Marketing campaign: flyers, social media posts & engagement with Southwark organisations.
2. Recruit a mixture of school, college and women 18+ to sign up
3. Run weekly classes
4. Motivate and inspire (identify other women working in male dominated roles)
5. Goal Setting – Setting SMART goals
6. DJ classes – teaching them how to DJ on Vinyls, CDs and Computer
7. Setting up – Looking at the full set up procedure for all equipment
Workshops will be delivered in groups of 8 and at the end of their 1st session they will understand the fundamentals of Deejaying and 
be able to beat match or drop mix, use the cross fader and various EQ effects on mixer.  With weekly workshops over 8 weeks, up to 
40 women can be impacted over the 8 week period. 
As a female trainer, DJ and Life Coach I have personally observed and identified the need and gap for female DJs.  After doing 
several marketing campaigns and receiving 1000s of views and 100s of comments, the feedback and demand identified there is a 

 £         6,990.00 
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need for these workshops.  There are currently no other DJ teaching services in Southwark for young women, therefore it facilitates 
the growth and encouragement for them to pursue careers in this male dominated industry.  This can also give them the confidence to 
pursue other careers/hobbies they may have never considered. With the sessions taking place at Pempeople pop-up shop, the 
project can impact positively by highlighting the space and other workshops held there. 

by email 
pdf 

Somali 
Integration & 
Development 
Association 
(SIDA) 

Integrated 
Community Sports 
Programme [2017 – 
18]  

The Project : the Integrated Community Sports Programme [2017 – 18] Project Aims : young people from BAMER communities will :- 
· Participate in fun activities for recreation and as a diversion from anti-social behaviour
· Learn new skills and enjoy healthy competition
· Develop social skills and alleviate social isolation through interaction with other communities
· Develop self-confidence and live healthy lives
We will deliver weekly [Sunday] sports sessions open to people from myriad BAMER communities 
up to 16 years old. We run two sessions every Sunday and each session will accommodate 20 young people [40 per 
week] and will be led by volunteers who are recruited and trained to become Sports Leaders 
[which is an employment driven skill] The programme will run for 39 weeks [aligning with the school year] and will arrange sports 
which participant young people want to play [perhaps gender appropriate] including football, netball, rounders, cricket, athletics, 
swimming sessions and we will introduce them to Futsal which is an inclusion programme designed to engage at risk or hard to reach 
Young People in the community which is developing into one of the fastest growing indoor sports and disciplines in the country. 
The project was designed following our Summer Survey in which 37 young people participated and feedback included 68% wanting 
sports and constructive activities out of school hours. Whilst we know of other sports clubs, activities e.g. sports centres, young 
people feel excluded due to language, cultural, cost issues and they wanted local / ward based activity. The programme will provide 
inclusive access to sports and, once engaged, we will support them to access local teams, generic activities and to use sports 
facilities such as sports centres, swimming pools, football clubs and other i.e. this will be a ‘gateway’ to sports participation for 
BAMER youth. 

 £         4,875.00 

734613 Southwark 
Children's Brass 
Band 

Dulwich Festival 
Park Fair Concert 

The Southwark Children's Brass Band plan to play the Dulwich Festival Park Fair on Sunday 15 May 2017. 
For this performance we will need to: 
1. Practice and rehearse a new repertoire of music
2. Purchase some nice new t-shirts so that the band members look good and can be easily identified on the day
3. Fund tutors to ensure that the Band prepares and is ready to perform and to attend on the day.
Dulwich Festival Fair is a great event for local community, gives the Band publicity. Most importantly it gives the children pride in their 
achievements with a public performance and a local community audience. 

 £         2,280.00 

Cllr 
proposal 

Southwark 
Cleaning 
Services 

Additional street 
cleaning 

Following cuts to street cleaning budgets in 2011-12 financial year, it was identified that areas with shops which generated significant 
disposable waste would benefit from an enhanced street cleaning regime. This has been in place every year since, paid for originally 
through the Cleaner, Greener, Revenue funding mechanism which has since been incorporated into the Neighbourhoods Fund. 
Maintaining standards of cleanliness in the public realm encourages civic pride and creates a positive view of Southwark Council. 

 £         1,325.00 

734949 Southwark 
Group of 
Tenants 

Stand up for your 
Rights 

The primary overall aim is to empower claimants and reduce the isolation and hopelessness that many unemployed people feel. Our 
experience suggests that the most practical way of doing this is by exploring through support groups the experiences people have 
had with the local Jobcentre and the workings of the benefit system and then developing confidence and group capacity-building 

 £         4,984.00 
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Organisations sessions. These are designed to provide the ability to deal with what can seem to be tortuous rules, to assert the individual's rights 
and their ability to challenge unfair decisions but in a calm and non-confrontational way. This approach has a good success rate and 
has the significant additional benefit of bolstering the unemployed individual's confidence in other aspects of their life, so that both the 
unemployed and underemployed people can continue to develop the skills and the confidence they need to voice their concerns 
directly to the relevant authorities, through unemployed representative that are recognised by jobcentre plus.  We have effectively 
supported our residents to identify remarkable aspects towards achieving their personal goals and online job search. Residents have 
gained confidence in completing online job applications through using our services; they have produced effective CVs and have 
gained confidence in actually attaching CVs to job applications online through the Universal job site.  
We have had a number of success stories of our residents who have initially come to us with no IT knowledge and we have guided 
them through being able to turn on a computer, to preparing a CV, and completing various application forms.  
Our aim is to continue with offering budgeting advice for those who are struggling to prioritise payments especially now with the roll 
out of Universal Credit. 

734269 Southwark 
Legends 
(Legends 
Academy) 

Basketball in the 
Community 

Southwark Legends Basketball is one of the few remaining community basketball programs in the country that is not connected to a 
School or an Academy. We provide an environment where young people in the community can come together and get the opportunity 
to develop various life skills through using the sport of basketball as an engaging tool. 
Growing up in Southwark, the coaching and development team have seen the barriers that a lot of young people face, however, we 
have also seen how sports has played a big part in giving young people a positive direction in the community. We understand that 
there are maybe two other basketball programs in the community that offer basketball initiatives however, where we are not 
connected to a school, we provide an opportunity for those young people who might not have been given an opportunity to play in 
School or their College.  We are community focused, we involve and support parents, we liaise with schools, we take the young 
people on educational and employment programs and we offer workshops around character development, nutrition, sex education, 
first aid and much more. 
We believe that a minimum of 40 young people will benefit from our project on a weekly basis. The project was identified and will be 
defined by individuals that live and grew up in the community and have seen the positive impact of this initiative and the strides it has 
made over the years.  The project will offer a one to one mentoring program through volunteers who have grown up in the community 
and are now employed in different walks of professional life and with the passion, desire and ability to impart and relate to present 
challenges. We also have academia links overseas where young people can access as an option for further education. 

 £         6,044.00 

734774 Southwark 
Refugee Project 

Week-End Drop-In 
Centre 

Few organisations based in Southwark currently support refugees and have the experience in delivering services addressing their 
specific needs. access to services is only available on weekdays which leaves many refugees isolated during weekends. Our 
Saturday Drop-Ins are an opportunity for refugees and local volunteers to socialise with each others while learning valuable 
information. We will offer a diverse programme of activities for adults and their children including our popular ESOL classes followed 
by a healthy meal and then awareness sessions covering each week different topics from mental/physical health to legal information 
and understanding British culture. Once a month we will organise a special event celebrating life in the UK and positive integration. 
This project will not only support vulnerable individuals and their families but also bring a better understanding to the local community 
on the challenges they have been through. Our holistic approach alongside with regular monitoring of attendance and years of 
building a comprehensive understanding of refugees' journey to and in the UK will place us as a key advocate for the refugee 

 £         5,000.00 
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community. Our work will ensure that our members receive all the tools and support they need to start a new life and to feel included 
within the local and wider community.The current refugee crisis has brought many new refugees to the UK and our volunteer 
coordinator receives many interests from local residents to support our activities. With five new service users registering every week 
and a capacity to host 20 participants at once, we aim to reach a minimum of 250 refugees by the end of 2017 and a pool of 40 
volunteers. We are also opening our trustee board to new members who are bringing an extensive experience in community 
development and fundraising. 

734927 Sumner 
Residents 
Association 

Sumner Cultural, 
Historical Day Trips 

This project will bring the community together to learn cultural and historic facts.  The trips are also educational. 
We will be visiting Leeds castle and Kent life Heritage farm park. 
The trips are open to all members of the community regardless of Religion, Age, Sex and Ethnicity. 
The community in the Peckham community council area are welcome to attend  and be involved  in these trips. 
This project is needed in the Peckham area around the Sumner Residents Association area because there will be so much building 
work taking place by the summer.  Mountview, Peckham square, and Flaxyard are all starting on site next year and we will  be 
surrounded by building work in such a small  area and this will effect the day to day life of the local residents 
Local children will lose open space to play on Flaxyard and Peckham square. 
These trips will bring the community together by letting them enjoy a day out away from all the noise, dust and pollution of the building 
work . The trips are family friendly.  All are encouraged to attend.  We intend to deliver these trips free of charge so families and 
people on low incomes can also be involved. Adults and children can stroll through the Gardens and learn Historical facts at Leeds 
castle and enjoy the array of smells and colours they can also visit a recreation of a vintage village and a hop farm at Kent Life. 
The trips would take place in the summer of 2017 between June and October on Two separate days. 
Both trips would leave from Peckham Sumner Road SE15 Transport will be provided to and from locations. 

 £ 2, 500 

734961 TEARDUSK Digital Drop In The project aims to create a digital drop in, a series of regular workshops giving the community the opportunity to work together and 
express themselves creatively learning core digital skills such as film production, whilst also improving digital inclusion through 
teaching local residents how to access and use information and communication technologies. The project will also collaboratively 
produce a short film with participants showcasing the heart of Peckham, giving local residents the chance to champion what living in 
Peckham means to them.  Over 300 people will benefit from the project including workshop participants, event attendees and the 
viewers of the visual content shared online. The need is evident from feedback from the community including council colleagues, local 
businesses and young people from the area. Community council meetings also reinforce the need to equip members of the 
community with key digital skills. Targets and Milestones include: Bringing the community together to develop workshop events and 
showcase their work Develop a workshop where members of the local community and small businesses can gain support. 
Produce creative digital content which can be shared online to maximise outreach to the community Outcomes include, short film 
about Peckham residents produced, more young people equipped with tangible skills and provided with the resources for creative 
expression. Community groups and Local businesses gaining access to digital training and support. Diverse members of the 
community coming together to learn, share and create. Currently other projects in the area include Skills for Life, our project differs 
from this one as we have a stronger focus on digital training and production skills including videography and photography. We also 
see this as an opportunity to work with other organisations such as LYST who tackle youth unemployment, our aim will be to help 
develop their young peoples confidence and soft skills. 

 £         3,000.00 
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717303 The Ernest 
Foundation 

Celebrate Life Activities planned for the project; 
The grant will be used to celebrate activities embedded in into two main areas of HIV Prevention and Protection, which will be 
covered in three main activities; (1) Peer to peer support group, (2) skills development, and (3) HIV awareness program. 
The Peer to peer support group is where we run confidence and self-esteem empowerment workshops to help them overcome stigma 
and living in isolation. There will be over 140 people involved in celebrating the success of the activity. It will be a program, which will 
be ran weekly by HIV health professionals and facilitators. The design of the program will be bringing together service users and other 
members of the community(s). HIV affects family relationships more than many other medical conditions and a holistic approach, 
sometimes involving whole family therapy and parenting advice for parents of HIV position children will be important. Service user will 
share with the group their success stories. Health professionals with deep knowledge on HIV will run workshops on confidence 
building, empowerment and disclosure to help members cope with their ailment and living conditions. 
Most of our service users are refugees and asylum seekers living on little or no income and unemployed due to the lack of skills to 
compete in the open employment market. We will be celebrating their success in Peckham. We will then run employment skills 
workshops, which include the writing of CV and communication skills to help improve their lifestyle in the economy. 
The grant will also be used to run HIV awareness program to educate the public on issues relating to HIV, with the aim of helping the 
public to change its mind set on HIV, encouraging early HIV testing with the overall aim in reducing the spread of the disease.  

 £         5,000.00 

735025 The Friends of 
Kelly Avenue 
Park 

Community Fun 
Day to launch new 
entrance and 
pathway 

The aim of setting up the Friends' group is, as stated in our constitution, "to protect and enhance, promote and enjoy the green space 
.... now known as Kelly Avenue Park". We want to 'launch' the improvements made to the park, celebrating with the local community, 
the completion of the initial campaign to take back ownership of the space so that families can enjoy a clean, safe, fun environment 
together. 

 £         1,000.00 

734175 Theatre 
Peckham 

Young peoples 
creative arts 
showcase 

The aim of the project is to work with groups of hard to reach students many of whom have been identified as presenting challenging 
behaviours.  Theatre Peckham will lead a series of weekly workshops in 5 Peckham/Nunhead schools – 100+ children and 5 Dulwich 
Schools. Using drama, music, dance and literature to explore the theme of community and what being part of it means to them. This 
will give the children an outlet for their expression and creativity and allow them to gain important transferrable life skills such as 
tenacity, resilience and team work. Subsequently, reducing the risk of exclusions, disenfranchisement, antisocial behaviours and 
territorial rivalries between schools.  The title of the project will be ‘Made in Southwark’ each session will be led by a practitioner and 
an assistant who will facilitate and develop the children’s ideas to devise a series of performances that will champion their ideas and 
depict their interpretations of the theme. Having met with the coordinator of Southwark’s Pupil Development Centre and evidence 
from the evaluation of the successful Black History Month Project funded by Southwark this year. A need to develop the children’s 
confidence, self-esteem, aspirations, focus, motivation, communication skills, building meaningful relationships, team work and has 
been identified.   
This project will link representatives and children from the respective schools to ensure that it reflects their academic focuses. 
Participants will be given the opportunity to come together and perform at partner schools, community events and showcase their 
skills in diverse settings.  As a finale to the project all of the groups will be invited to come together and perform in a series of 
showcases at Theatre Peckham’s new theatre. These shows will be open to the wider community and will help to dispel some of the 
anxieties that often surrounds young people from the inner cities. 

 £         9,150.00 
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735027 Well-being 
event 

mental well-being 
through art 

Peckham has a high number of residents currently suffering with mental health issues. I would be very keen to programme and event 
which looks at ways in which we can better help those with needs and those who would like to better understand the signs. 
The project will involve collaborative work with mental health practitioners inside and outside of the mental institution. Film and art 
based projects will be utilised along with performances from skilled performers and those from the community who wish to build 
confidence. My aim is to enable people to make connections that will better their lives and ensure a community that recognises 
themselves within it. I have years of experience of working with people from various backgrounds, many of whom have struggled 
accessing the resources necessary for their mental stability and progress. This event will also be a signpost to certain holistic ways of 
working and living along with the social interaction required for a fuller life within a community which must find new and exciting ways 
in which to heal itself. Having done similar events in the past, I have found that this area is often overlooked and seriously under 
funded. I feel the event I propose will be unique it that will use various artists working within various disciplines in order to better 
engage, educate and involve the audience with the issues 

 £         2,000.00 

734141 Willowbrook 
tenant 
Management 
Organisation 

Improving the out 
look of our estate 

To continue to build a strong sense of community and team work and improve the look of the raised beds on our estate. we want to 
encourage our younger residents to take pride in their environment, work together and learn a new skill that would be of benefit in the 
future. The local community including our residents will enjoy the Gardens that will be created. 

 £      14,680.00 
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734439 1WayForward I'MPOSSIBLE To give Young People aged 16 - 24 opportunity to have a better chance in life: This project will improve the lives of young people who 
are disadvantaged, socially excluded and/or NEET, to experience a healthier concept of self, realise their true potential, set and 
achieve their goals and have a platform where their achievements are accredited and/or recognised.   This project will definitely go a 
long way in transforming as well as improving the lives of the participants. Build Stronger Communities: As a result of this project 
young people from different backgrounds and communities will form bonds with one another, which could be a step towards solving 
their problems.  We encourage networking as part of the project and as the youths network with one another, ideas and partnerships 
could be born.  They could end up working on joint ventures thereby strengthening the community, forming strong bonds and 
facilitating social cohesion.  They could even become peer mentors to other young people in the community. Healthier and more 
Active People and Communities: By actually making out time to come on this project, young people who are normally found loitering 
on street corners and/or participating in gang activity; revolving in a palliative rather than a curative existence,  will be taking a step 
towards living a healthier life.  As most young people who will be attending the project have never worked together before, these 
meetings will encourage respect, peer support and working together. 

 £         14,440.00 

733952 Ascension Trust 
- Southwark 
Street Pastors 

Southwark Street 
Pastors 

Southwark Street Pastors is a response to neighbourhood problems of the 21st century, with a growth in crime, anti-social behaviour 
and dramatic rise in the numbers of teenagers carrying and using knives and guns. Bringing the Church into partnership with other 
agencies we work in practical ways for peace, safer streets, investment in the lives of young and vulnerable people, and other 
community members at night. The street pastor gets to know people in the community building relationships to find out their needs 
and help; caring, listening, helping. A street pastor is willing to engage people where they are, in terms of their thinking and location. 
Southwark has 28 street pastors [recruiting at  least 12 additional]; patrolling  Peckham Area to Camberwell Green, New Kent Road to 
Elephant and  Castle Borough High Street to London Bridge to Tower Bridge, Borough Market, Walworth Road, Old Kent Road. 
Teams  patrol streets and visit pubs, night clubs/parties locality and build relationships. E.g. shop keepers, business, families, local 
police, door staff, youth clubs.  Street pastor’s is develops a dialogue with people, listening and gaining knowledge and responding to 
local concerns.  Their main role is to make themselves available, especially to young people, helping them to move into positive 
endeavours.  On a typical night, Street pastors will: • Engage in situations which are at risk of escalating into angry/violent 
confrontations • Pick up bottles and broken glass • Administer basic first aid • Give out water, flip flops, lolly pops, space blankets etc. 
• Assist people to get home safely • Support those who are vulnerable • Provide information and reassurance • Signpost to other
agencies • Call ambulance service and police as required and where appropriate work together • Build relationships with key 
agencies, businesses, police and community members  

 £           2,413.00 

733939 Bells Gardens 
Estate TR&A 

Step up & Step In Community Cohesion, Engagement, Constructive Activities to motivate & stimulate the community and be a community that offers 
innovative projects.. Offering tools through classes that have residents participation, encouragement, support and physical& mental  
stimulation.  Through the previous programs funded we have been able to have a continuous engagement with  residents and 
promote well being. Also creating a strong health awareness and exercise regime for the youth and adults alike. 

 £           2,100.00 

734513 Buchan Tenants 
& Residents 
Association 

Nunhead Animation 
Club 

This project will bring together young people from the community and over a period of 5 full day sessions will gain skills in storytelling, 
animation production, creative teamwork and skills in art and craft. Through the production of hand-made stop motion animations, 
young people from Nunhead will be supported to express themselves and their communities in beautiful and socially meaningful films. 
Through the workshops the young people will storyboard and write the concept for the animations themselves. They will be given 
freedom to talk about some of the issues that concerns them in their own community and how these problems can be resolved. The 

 £           1,500.00 
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outcomes from the discussions will be created into stories via their storyboards and then animations. In the last year of doing these 
projects our students have made animations about Bullying, Black History Month, Racism, Mental Health, Surveillance Society, Child 
Labour, Domestic Abuse, Environment just to name a few. The age rage for our projects range from 5-14.    

734680 Community 
Cycleworks 

Peckham Rye 
Cycleworks:  Build a 
Bike & Rides 

Community Cycleworks has successfully delivered build a bike courses from its Burgess Park workshop and in Southwark schools 
since 2012. We have also run a number of guided rides for families and young people to show that a bicycle can be a legitimate mode 
of transport. Through this Peckham Build a Bike and Ride project we want to remove many of the barriers that stop families using a 
bicycle to travel and stay healthy. We will to provide 3 community build a bike courses to local families and young people without 
bicycles.  Each course has 6 participants and each person/young person gets to take the refurbished bike home at the end having 
learnt to repair and maintain the bike. They will also receive a lock, lights and a helmet. We have found from our schools surveys that 
over 65% of people will ride more if they can carry out minor repairs. We also want to run a family bike ride at the end of each course 
as a celebration/introduction to cycling safely within the park. This will be open to the public.     

 £           4,760.00 

734720 Cooking Against 
Crime 

"Cooking Against 
Crime" 

The project aims to encourage young people within the community involved in crime or at the risk of offending to find alternatives to 
crime and to engage with each other in positive constructive ways. And what better way to do so than with cooking! Many young 
people involved in crime have unhealthy lifestyles and poor diets. This affects mood, reaction, concentration and achievement. This 
project in Nunhead/Peckham involves those at risk of and involved in violence, and anti - social behaviour, especially NEET’s - Those 
not in education and training and those in Pupil Referral Units.  It aims to give them transferable skills that will help young people to 
be better placed to take up opportunities such as training due to increased confidence, team work and communication skills and a 
sense of achievement. To dissuade tempted by committing crime to channel their efforts into a positive collective activity with other 
young people also tempted by crime to developing the specific life skill of cooking. There has been a rise in cheap convenience food 
and pre-prepared meals that have less nutrients and more chemicals that affect the behaviour of young people   
So the intention of my projects is to build back the desire for young people to want to cook!  To create an environment where the 
focus will be on teaching young people basic cooking skills and feel confident within the kitchen, using fresh ingredients at an 
affordable cost. Whilst, the project recognised its commitment in seeking to reduce crime, it also recognises its responsibility in 
encouraging and supporting young people may not for whatever reason other than crime who don’t feel confident to engage in these 
kinds of activities. My personal approach is to allocate appropriate time and support to all participants irrespective of what their needs 
might be. 

 £           5,000.00 

735023 Faces in Focus Therapeutic Groups 
and Family Therapy 

We will provide therapeutic and recovery groups for children and young people aged 11-25 plus family therapy sessions. The groups 
and family therapy will be an extension to our one to one counselling service. The groups will cover things such as anxiety, 
depression, bullying, gang related issues and avoidance, forced marriage, abusive relationships, drug and alcohol abuse, family 
problems all of which are issues which can be positively dealt with in a group work setting. There is a real need for therapeutic groups 
and family therapy to be available for people in the 11-25 age range, particularly those who do not meet the strict  
requirements for NHS and other statutory services. The local community will benefit from extended access to therapeutic groups 
delivered at an early stage, providing a positive and beneficial intervention and so, for many, avoiding problems later on in life. 

 £           5,000.00 

734305 FC Jéan Té Lé FC Jéan Té Lé Fc Jéan Té Lé promotes virtues and uses Football as a tool to engage and build relationships with children, young people and their 
parents. Through regular contact, Fc Jéan Té Lé is able to discourse social and community issues such as anti-social behaviour, 
crime, drug misuse, general health and well-being, education and encourages proactive parenting and positive participation of its 

 £           5,000.00 
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users within the community. If young people need extra support we work closely with the families and a group called Mentivity, who 
are also working to improve young people's futures. Fc Jéan Té Lé uses regular activity to provide consistent support and stability to 
members and develop a sense of cohesion within the community.  
Our aims are: 
• To provide a wide range of high quality football related activities
• To improve members sporting and educational attainment and raise their personal aspirations
• To provide long term assist & support to members participating beyond our grass root level activities i.e.
Trialist/Academy/Scholarship/Professional  
• To use an all-encompassing approach to our activities as a means to support and improve parents, children and young people’s
virtues, self-awareness, confidence, self-esteem and social and communication skills as well as health and well-being 
• To promote proactive parenting and active participation by parents and members
• To promote community cohesion and active citizenship and to raise awareness within the wider community of the real needs of
children and young people. 
Fc Jéan Té Lé charge a £20 monthly fee to each member. This covers weekly training sessions, matches and travel to and from 
matches. We need additional funds for volunteer development and football training equipment. We would also like to arrange some 
workshops with Mentivity. We want to be able to continue our role with young people in the community. 

730124 Friends of 
peckham rye 
park 

Friends of peckham 
rye park annual fete 

The fete has been an annual event for over 10 years.  
It gains in popularity as a tried and tested venue. 
It is a chance for Local residents of all ages to come together and enjoy the afternoon and any profits made go towards the 
maintenance of the wildlife garden in the park and supporting other ongoing projects in the park or the Common. 

 £           1,844.40 

735019 Holistic Well 
Women 

Creative Craft 
Corner 

Creative Craft Corner aims give local people the opportunity to learn a variety of creative crafts. We will be offering Jewellery Making, 
knitting and crochet, fashion design and machine embroidery course in the local community.  The project is aimed at young people, 
older people.  Disabled and people with mental health issues The project will bring everyone together to learn a creative skill, reduce 
isolation, improve mental wellbeing and get involve in the end of project exhibition 

 £           3,000.00 

734799 Limes Walk 
TRA 

Community Fruit 
Trees 

In 2014, the Limes Walk TRA established a community allotment. This is used by residents to communally grow a variety of fruit an 
vegetables which are then available for all to eat. In addition to this, we would like to plant fruit trees to both allow residents access to 
fresh fruit, and to improve the environment and aesthetic of the estate. 
We are seeking funding to plant 4 fruit trees in the same area as the existing allotment, adjacent to the car park. 
Currently, the estate has a bleak appearance, as the fascias of the buildings are largely grey. Being able to plant trees in the area 
would improve the appearance significantly and make the environment more pleasant for the community. Additional trees will also 
contribute to improved air quality in the area. 
Varieties will be established with assistance from the Southwark Council Tree Officer, but are likely to be a mix of eating apples and 
pears. In addition to fruiting, these varieties will also blossom in the spring. Studies have shown that flowers have a positive impact on 
mood and happiness, and we hope that the blossom will also have this impact. 

 £               
560.00 
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734895 Limes Walk 
TRA 

Replacement of 
fencing around 
communal areas 

In 2014, the Limes Walk TRA established a community allotment. This is used by residents to communally grow a variety of fruit an 
vegetables which are then available for all to eat. 
The allotment is adjacent to the car park, and is visible from 24 of the properties on the estate, as well as from the street and many 
adjacent buildings. Currently, the area is surrounded by an aged metal fence which is falling over in places and bent in others. This 
gives the estate a negative, run down and uncared for feel. 
We would like to request funding to replace the fence. We feel that this would improve the look and feel of the estate, and contribute 
to residents taking more pride in where they live, and therefore more care of other areas. 
As part of this we would also be like to make the allotment more accessible. Currently, it has a padlocked gate which prevents 
access. We would like to devise a stile which would allow easier access to the allotment while maintaining security. 
Our aim is that the project will improve the estate, and also increase usage of the allotment by more of the community. We hope to 
promote inclusion and that more can use the allotment to help improve their diet. 
We are aware of the fencing around Nunhead Green having been renewed, whereby we think that the existing fencing materials were 
reused. We could take a similar approach at Limes Walk, and have the existing fencing powder coated, repaired and replaced. This 
will significantly reduce the cost of the project. 

 £           3,100.00 

734970 Livesey 
Exchange 

Power Project Power Project exists to strengthen gender equality in the workplace.  The project began through a conversation between PemPeople, 
Maya Alvarado and James Green. 
Power Project is a workshop that invites residents of the Ledbury Estate and the surrounding area to learn core-making skills, such as 
picture hanging, furniture repair and shelf installation. Making will take place at the Livesey Exchange on a three-hour weekly basis 
culminating in a collaborative exhibition at PemPeople on Peckham High Street. Power Project will directly benefit the residents of the 
Ledbury Estate while the wider community are also invited to enrol in courses. All participants will be eligible for membership to the 
Livesey Exchange Tool Library. We aim to interact with 100 local residents during the funding phase while establishing the Tool 
Library as an on-going community resource. Within our Phase One (6 month) period, we aim to host 18 workshops with 8-12 
participants. Phase two will be a launch of a Webshop, Material Database and  Tool Library. These will be accessed through a 
subsidised membership that acts as the primary revenue stream for Power Project.  
Initiatives like Pecan’s Ignition Programme prepare and teach people how to package their skills for future employment. Power 
Project workshops provide tangible experiences imparting simple and effective skills that imbue confidence in an experienced and 
supportive environment. 
PemPeople, What If Projects and STORE CIC. have all been instrumental in providing resource and space whilst groups including 
Fearless Futures and Peckham Platform have expressed an interest and are part of a continuing dialogue for sourcing members and 
supporting workshops. Fearless Futures see the potential for Power Project to act as an application of the work they with young 
women to challenge stereotypes and lead change. 

 £           5,000.00 

722520 London Senior 
Social 

Fall Prevention and 
Strength and 
Balance Classes 

Our aim and Objectives is to improved Older people physical and mental health, reduce isolation, anxiety and depression and 
promote independence and increase confidence. 
WHY IT IS NEEDED: After conducting a survey  with older  residences it is revealed that one of the biggest concern facing older 
people is  FALLING.   

 £           1,260.00 
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Research from the NHS further support the benefits of exercise  for those suffering from a number of illnesses such as arthritis, heart 
disease or diabetes, high blood pressure and balance problems or having difficulty walking. Engaging in regular exercise will have a 
positive life changing effect on the lives and the well being of the participants. The additional benefit of this project will result in an 
impacting and long lasting effective on the community at large.  Having the community coming together to resolved their mutual 
issues, will  encouraged inclusiveness, cohesion, embrace diversity, increase confidence  and general health and well being of 
seniors will increase enabling them to be more active and make better choice about their and well being. Since regular exercise is 
among the many benefit that reduces the impact of illness and chronic disease among older people this project is a essential and a 
welcome activity for our neighbourhood. 

734535 Nunhead's 
Voice 

The Ivy Club The Ivy Club (formerly Sunshine Club) was established in April 2016 to provide promote the social, mental and physical wellbeing of 
older people living in Nunhead. We aim to improve keep mind and body healthy to promote a higher quality of life. Based at The 
Green Community Centre, we offer a diverse regular weekly programme of activities and events.  
According to 2011 census figures, there are 1,670 people over the age of 60 living in Nunhead. Since the closure of the previous 
community centre, there had been no active group for older Nunhead residents , whose needs were unmet. The Ivy Club was set up 
in response to feedback gathered through consultation on the needs of the local area that the community centre should address.  
The mainstay of our weekly programme is six hour social drop-in session. This offers a welcoming space to meet friends (old and 
new) over a cup of tea, enjoy board games, card games and lively chat. Members of the club have started a knitting and crochet 
circle. The day ends with a regular bingo session.  
During the year we have expanded the programme to offer further classes, responding to feedback. We now have weekly chair-based 
fitness sessions to promote healthy, active lifestyles. A weekly beginners’ ukulele class offers the chance to be a bit creative and 
learn something new!  
We are looking to introduce new activities in 2017. These include a monthly, intergenerational coffee morning, bringing together 
parents, carers and young children with older club members – helping bring the community together and build respect for elders 
amongst the young. We hope it will also help fill the gap for those who are not able to see their own grandchildren / grandparents 
regularly. We are also looking at offering relaxation and mindfulness classes to promote wellbeing. 

 £           4,946.00 

727528 Peckham & 
Nunhead Free 
Film Festival 

Peckham & 
Nunhead Free Film 
Festival 

There were 71,552 residents estimated to be living in the Peckham and Nunhead Community Council area when the latest Census 
was conducted on 27th March 2011. Peckham and Nunhead has the highest proportion of benefit claimants in the Borough (17%) 
and this is above the national average of 14%. The free film events are accessible to everyone in the community. They enable 
families and groups of friends to experience an occasion together for free, whatever their incomes. Cinema ticket process have risen 
over 25% in the past 5 years and gone far above inflation over the past 30. The cost of taking a family of four to the cinema which 
may be £50 or more and taking the same family to a similar outdoor film experience run by a commercial company would cost around 
£90.  Set up in 2010 Peckham and Nunhead Free Film Festival is as much about community as it is about film. Using the power of 
film to cross boundaries, raise awareness and bring people together. The festival is entirely run by volunteers with a commitment to 
the SE15 area. Our events allow people to discover new community venues and resources too, watch a film in a park, shop, car park 
or community space is an opportunity to experience that venue in a whole new way, alongside other people to celebrate SE15.Our 
aims are: • Community cohesion and engagement: bringing together a wide range of local residents and local groups (reflecting the 
diverse demographic of the area) through film screenings 

 £         10,475.00 
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• Skills development: to run projection workshops and filmmaking events
• Intergenerational working: to promote intergenerational working by bringing together people of different ages with a shared interest
in films and filmmaking 
• Support local filmmaking talent: creating opportunities for filmmakers to reach wider audiences
We achieve an audience capacity of 3 - 4,000 people a year though events over 10 days in September. 

734917 PemPeople Screen Printing 
Workshops 

The project aims to help members of local community gain confidence, learn new skills and understand the processes involved in 
Screen printing T-Shirts and bags.  
This will be achieved by running 4 day workshops over the course of 4 consecutive weekends and or week night sessions of 4 - 6 
hours. At the end of the intensive course each participant will have a thorough understanding of how to take an image from idea to 
product through the use of:  
Photo editing and graphic design software 
Preparing a screen 
Exposing an image 
Screen wash out 
Printing techniques and best practice 
Choice of garment 
Advanced printing techniques. 
Screen cleaning / reclamation 
The workshops will be low cost and discounted for those who are struggling financially.  
After the course all participants will have the skills necessary to allow them to print unsupervised - this will enable them to join a print 
studio and create their own designs / products 

 £           5,000.00 

734613 Southwark 
Children's Brass 
Band 

Dulwich Festival 
Park Fair Concert 

The Southwark Children's Brass Band plan to play the Dulwich Festival Park Fair on Sunday 15 May 2017. 
For this performance we will need to: 
1. Practice and rehearse a new repertoire of music
2. Purchase some nice new t-shirts so that the band members look good and can be easily identified on the day
3. Fund tutors to ensure that the Band prepares and is ready to perform and to attend on the day.
Dulwich Festival Fair is a great event for local community, gives the Band publicity. Most importantly it gives the children pride in their 
achievements with a public performance and a local community audience. 

 £           2,280.00 

734269 Southwark 
Legends 
(Legends 
Academy) 

Basketball in the 
Community 

Southwark Legends Basketball is one of the few remaining community basketball programs in the country that is not connected to a 
School or an Academy. We provide an environment where young people in the community can come together and get the opportunity 
to develop various life skills through using the sport of basketball as an engaging tool. 
Growing up in Southwark, the coaching and development team have seen the barriers that a lot of young people face, however, we 
have also seen how sports has played a big part in giving young people a positive direction in the community. We understand that 
there are maybe two other basketball programs in the community that offer basketball initiatives however, where we are not 
connected to a school, we provide an opportunity for those young people who might not have been given an opportunity to play in 
School or their College.  We are community focused, we involve and support parents, we liaise with schools, we take the young 

 £           6,044.00 
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people on educational and employment programs and we offer workshops around character development, nutrition, sex education, 
first aid and much more. 
We believe that a minimum of 40 young people will benefit from our project on a weekly basis. The project was identified and will be 
defined by individuals that live and grew up in the community and have seen the positive impact of this initiative and the strides it has 
made over the years.  The project will offer a one to one mentoring program through volunteers who have grown up in the community 
and are now employed in different walks of professional life and with the passion, desire and ability to impart and relate to present 
challenges. We also have academia links overseas where young people can access as an option for further education. 

734975 The Salvation 
Army 

Coffee Space / The 
Feast / Oasis 

We are seeking to support three community projects that we run, all of which are aimed at support our local community, fostering 
community inclusion and cohesion, and providing support for vulnerable persons. 
Coffee Space, which launches in March 2017, will be a weekly community coffee shop run on a social enterprise model with quality 
and affordability being key. The space will be comfortable and relaxing, incorporating soft play for little ones. All turnover is put back 
into our local projects. 
The Feast, is a free three-course meal, on Tuesday evenings for those who are homeless, nearly homeless or facing financial 
difficulties. Our team offer a listening ear, a friendly face and support in helping people gain access to services. 
Oasis is a community social group focussing on education, quality food, friendship and fun. It is mainly elderly and isolated persons 
who access the service. 

 £           5,390.00 

734175 Theatre 
Peckham 

Young peoples 
creative arts 
showcase 

The aim of the project is to work with groups of hard to reach students many of whom have been identified as presenting challenging 
behaviours.  Theatre Peckham will lead a series of weekly workshops in 5 Peckham/Nunhead schools – 100+ children and 5 Dulwich 
Schools. Using drama, music, dance and literature to explore the theme of community and what being part of it means to them. This 
will give the children an outlet for their expression and creativity and allow them to gain important transferrable life skills such as 
tenacity, resilience and team work. Subsequently, reducing the risk of exclusions, disenfranchisement, antisocial behaviours and 
territorial rivalries between schools.  The title of the project will be ‘Made in Southwark’ each session will be led by a practitioner and 
an assistant who will facilitate and develop the children’s ideas to devise a series of performances that will champion their ideas and 
depict their interpretations of the theme. Having met with the coordinator of Southwark’s Pupil Development Centre and evidence 
from the evaluation of the successful Black History Month Project funded by Southwark this year. A need to develop the children’s 
confidence, self-esteem, aspirations, focus, motivation, communication skills, building meaningful relationships, team work and has 
been identified.  
This project will link representatives and children from the respective schools to ensure that it reflects their academic focuses. 
Participants will be given the opportunity to come together and perform at partner schools, community events and showcase their 
skills in diverse settings.  As a finale to the project all of the groups will be invited to come together and perform in a series of 
showcases at Theatre Peckham’s new theatre. These shows will be open to the wider community and will help to dispel some of the 
anxieties that often surrounds young people from the inner cities. 

 £           9,150.00 

Cllr 
proposal 

U Turn Rye Hill Youth and 
Community Project 

We are a Community Project which started 2 years ago with the aim of helping to make a difference in the lives of young people 
within our local community by providing regular activities during school holidays.  Through our own funds and donations from friends, 
fundraising and support from a few local businesses we have managed to provide this service which was part of our short-term plan.   
We aspire to do much and so have sought opportunities to provide a youth club facility – we approached the Rye Hill Estate Tenants 

 £           4,092.32 
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and Residents Association in Peckham Rye to see what the need was in the area; on meeting with us they have asked that we run a 
youth club from their TRA hall, initially one evening a week with a view to extending it to two evenings. Please see attached email  
We have canvassed the area and spoken to both residents and children.  However, from the feedback received re the proposal of a 
youth club has been very positive, especially from mothers who complain that there is nowhere for their children to go because older 
residents have complained about the noise of children playing outside and said the Council have made no provision for children on 
the estate. One mother said that the only place the children could play is in the Adventure Playground across the road in Peckham 
Rye Park.  

734867 Women in Film 
SE15 

Screenwriting and 
short filmmaking 
workshop 

The aims of the screen writing/filmmaking workshop are to give women and girls within the local community the opportunity and 
collaborative environment of writing a film script, plan a  short  film and learn filming techniques that might prove to be otherwise 
inaccessible in terms of cost and location. The project will aim to attract a diverse cross section of the Peckham and Nunhead 
community. It will support and encourage the women in the community who may feel isolated, connecting with community groups for 
attendees e.g. Nunhead's' Voice, Brayard's Estate, Peckham Vision, The Southwark Day Centre For Asylum Seekers.  There will be 
up to 20 people benefiting from the project and beyond the immediate workshop there will be opportunities for the wider community in 
terms of a further screening of the film. The end project would be screened as part of a community event during the Nunhead and 
Peckham Free Film Festival.  
The project was conceived of by the members of the Women in Film Collective who were wishing to replicate the success of a 
workshop undertaken in 2013. Similar projects that exist currently, include the wider groups of film collectives who actively promote 
girls and women into the film industry but from a less focused community base.  The difference of this project resides in its local  
specificity, meeting the needs of a more diverse section of the population.  

 £           1,000.00 
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copies
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copies

To all Members of the Community Council

Councillor Sunil Chopra (Chair)
Councillor Sandra Rhule (Vice-Chair)                                
Councillor Evelyn Akoto                   
Councillor Jasmine Ali
Councillor Nick Dolezal                                             
Councillor Gavin Edwards                                           
Councillor Renata Hamvas 
Councillor Barrie Hargrove
Councillor Richard Livingstone
Councillor Victoria Mills 
Councillor Jamille Mohammed
Councillor Cleo Soanes
Councillor Johnson Situ

Members of the community council 
receiving electronic copies only

Councillor Michael Situ
Councillor Fiona Colley                                       

Officers
Beverley Olamijulo
Constitutional Officer  Hub 2 2nd Floor, 
160 Tooley Street

Gill Kelly 
Community Councils Development Officer
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
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Elizabeth Olive, Audit Commission
160 Tooley Street
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